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Sullivanon Sullivan
S.U.President reflects on10 year term
Seattle University president, William
Sullivan,S.J.,celebrated his 10th year
as chief administrator on May 6. In a
recentinterview Sullivanreflectedon the
past 10 yearsofpresidency, personallife
and religious life. Sullivan also
commented on the future of the
universityandhimself.
SULLIVANONSEATTLE
UNIVERSITY
Sullivan said his main
accomplishment has been the improving
of Seattle University's image in the
community, to the people who work on
campus and to the alumni.
"If Icould only state one thing that
I'm most proud of, that is contributing
to ... a real improvement or
refurbishingor whatever image you want
to use, that appliesboth internallyto the
people who work here at Seattle U...
andcertainly the image that alumni and
people in the community have."
Sullivan said. "And in some ways, the
other things you talk about... the new
programs and new facilities or any of
those kinds of things, such as
enrollment,allcontribute to the idea that
peoplehave abetter impressionor image
of SeattleU today than they did10 years
ago."
While Sullivan said the image ofS.U.
has improved in some areas, he felt
students did not share that improved
image
"Unfortunately, in the course of this
past year,Ihave the impression that has
not been shared by the students,"
Sullivan commented. "I mean there has
been more student complaining this year
than any of my 10 years at the
university. Some of thatIthink is due to
justanenvitable student perspective,that
is to say that a student really sees things
in terms of 'I'mherenow and whathave
you done for me lately.'"
Sullivan views his successes at S.U.
as contributing to new programs rather
thaninitiating them. He cited programs
that began during his term such as
Matteo Ricci, a psychology masters
program, a software engineering and
undergraduate program and the
establishment of the institute of
theologicalstudies.
"In all of those Ithink it's really
important to emphasize that Ididn't
orginate thoseprograms," Sullivan said.
"Those all came from departments or
faculty groups members. Wehave tried
to be not only receptive and supportive
but encouraging ideas for program
development."
Sullivan also considered his work on
creating the mission statementasuccess.
"I think that is a very good mission
statement andIthink its been important
for alotofpeoplein theuniversity tobe
able to say this is what Seattle
University is about.
"
In addition to theother successes,he
added the notion of "the Seattle
University Park," and the increase in
professional training and skill of
universitypersonnel.
"The whole notion of the Seattle
University Park, that is to say a new
attitude and new picture of the campus
and of the physical facilities," Sullivan
said, "included in that is two decisions;
number one is, we are not going to
stand still, we want to go forward and
improve our campus; and number two,
that we want to do it in a way that
doesn't just bringus one or two or three
new buildings but really eventually
brings us anew campus."
Sullivan said he felt the professional
qualities of university personnel has
increased duringhis term.
(continued on page two)
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Decadeofsuccessesdiscussed
(continued from page one)
"I think the quality and the
professional trainingand the professional
skill of the people working here at the
university. . . there's been a real
significant and steady increase in the
quality of thosepeople,"Sullivan said.
"We have really operated on the
assumption or expectation," he said, "I
guessImight say when an opportunity
presents itself, you look at that as an
opportunity to strengthen the person
whose in that position. If you have to
hirea new director of x,y,or zora new
chairman or a new this or a new that,
everytime that happens it is difficult to
replacepeoplebut on theother handit is
an opportunity to strengthen the
position."
Sullivan said the university has hired
more professional people by "being
more demanding in our requirements,
generating better pools of people,
basicallyhaving abetter ideaof what we
want and... demanding that we getit
and not settling for the first candidate
that comes down thepike."
Another important contribution
Sullivan feels he has made is providing
good presidential leadership which
consists of vision, articulation and
decisionmakingability.
Sullivan said vision provided the
university with adefinition of whatit is.
"One of the funny things that a
university president does or should do
and at least Ihave tried to do, (is) stand
up in front of the university and tell
them who they are. Yousay obviously
everyone knows who they are - in a
sense you doand a sense you don't.It is
important that themission,goals, ideals,
the achievements of the university be
articulated to faculty, the staff and to the
alumni."
"Another aspectof contributing which
is absolutely not understood by the
peopleon thecampus or the students... are thousands of hours that Ihave
spent in thecommunity,either in terms
of beingmembers of committees or on
thepublic schoollevyor theUnited Way
or going to receptions, going to the
chamber of commerce, the port
commission and all that kind of stuff,"
Sullivan said.
Sullivan said developingcommunity
ties by attending meetings was
somethinghelearned from workingwith
other university presidents, specifically
from St. Louis University, Crieghton
UniversityandNotre Dame.
"I am not down doing that becauseI
don't have anything better to do, or
because Ilike to go to parties and
receptions...something like that isnot
my temperament, but Ijust think it is
an important part ofbeingpresident,
"
he
said.
SULLIVANONHIMSELF
In reviewing the past 10 years
Sullivan said he enjoys a sense of
accomplishment, of support from the
trustees, friends and community and
enjoys the friendships he has made.
Sullivan also spoke about the difficult
periodsinhis administratio
"First of all,Ireally have a sense of
gratitude for the opportunity that I've
had to bepresident hereduring these 10
years,
"
he said. "It is really one of
those sortof accidential things,Ididn't
come out here to be presidentand then
the man who waspresident gotsick and
had to leave and they asked me to take
it."
Sullivan said his ideas and programs
were supported by the trustees, vice
presidents and members in the Seattle
civic community. "Ironically, and I
guess this is just another one of these
laws of the ways organizations and
institutions work... there is alotmore
expression of that support outside the
university than thereis inside."
Another important part of the past10
years were the friendshipshemade inthe
community andon campus.
"That is an obviously very important
partof my own personal life, when you
arein the situation that aJesuit is where
you don't have your own family, you
don't sort of have that own personal
support system that supports you no
matter what the studentnewspapersays,"
Sullivan said.
"That's why for someone likemyself,
friends are so important because they
provide some of that perspective, that
pre-iestivmespnoto.
loyalty to you."
Sullivan said most of his 10 years
were successful, despite two rough
periods. "Ido finish these 10 years with
a sense of accomplishment, despite the
fact that this has been adifficult year,I
meanparticularity the winter quarter.
"I would say there were times inmy
10 years that were mostdifficult,one of
which was spring of1977 and the other
was winter quarter this year," headded.
Sullivan said the time in '77occurred
after hemade several personnelchanges
Sullivan said the year ended with the
trustee's unanimously passing a
resolution "expressing their appreciation
of my first yearofbeingpresident."
"Ihavea theory,and someday whenI
write a book about the presidency, I'm
going to write a chapter on it, that
(opposition) happens to anybody who
comes infrom theoutsideand takes over
anorganization whether it
is a bank or a newspaper or a
university. After a yearor so ifpeople
really perceive that this person is
going to be achange agent somepeople
in the institution willreactagainst him,"
Sullivansaid.
Concerning the difficulties of winter
quarter this year, Sullivan said it was a
combination of things.
"It was a whole spectrum of stuff, it
was the fact that we were workingon a
hiuh'o.t that involved the famous S
percent reduction, that makes nobody
happy," Sullivan said
"The fact that we had the faculty
handbook issue around, that's going to
be another chapter in my book. If you
want an absolute unfailing formula for
creating tension within a university just
introduce the project of revising the
faculty handbook, it is a sure formula,"
he said.
Inaddition to the budget and faculty
handbook problems, Sullivan said, "you
had the very, very negative attitude on
the partof the Spectator this year. This
is certainly the most negative Spectator
that we hadinmy 10 yearshere."
Sullivan criticized the attitude of the
student rally. "The whole 'gotta gripe1
thing was handled of sort of inviting
people to not to make constructive
suggestions but inviting them to be
negativeabout theuniversity.
The combination of all these things
createdanatmosphere that youknow for
alotof people in the university and for a
certain number of the administrators,I
think made them very, very anxious,"
Sullivan said.
Sullivan felt the atmosphere on
campus this spring was "definately more
openandmore positive"and mostof the
problems had been worked through in a
"rational fashion."
Despite the few bad times, Sullivan
has enjoyed the president's job and the
opportunities suchasservingonnational
committees and inthecommunity.
Participating on committees "demand
extraeffort, they demand flying easton
thered eye;youknow ifIhada thousand
bucks for everyredeye thatIhave flown
in the last 10 years I'destablish a chair
for myself," Sullivanadded.
Sullivan enjoys sailing, hiking,
reading and going to movies
--
all of
which he has not had time to enjoy in
the past eight months because he has
been working on the fund-raising
campaign.
SULLIVAN ONRELIGION
Sullivan said his work as president is
a way toserve and worshipGod.
"Whether it isbeinga father orbeing
a teacher or being an artistor ascientist
or a university president ...St.
Ignatiusreally felt deeplyand taught very
clearly that it is through those kinds of
activities that youreally can serve and
worship - and of course part of the
Jesuit tradition is doing that through
education,"Sullivan said.
Sullivan considers himself a religious
leader but feels the effectiveness ot
S.U.asareligious witnessdependsupon
its image as a good university and "to
thedegree which wecan helpyoung men
and women to grow, develop and get
themselves ready tobeprofessionals. To
me that is akindof religious service."
"A place like Seattle U. makes a
contribution as beinga concrete sign to
Christianity's commitment to the human
person and thegrowth and development
of the humanperson," Sullivansaid.
Sullivan's own involvement with the
Church came at an early age, "I
sometimes tell people that Iwent to a
Jesuitkindergarten," Sullivan said.
He said he lived in a town with a
Jesuit high school and consquently a
Jesuit parish.
He attended the high school,
participatedon the debate teamand wrote
editorials for the school newspaper.
"I've had an association with thc*^
Jesuits for many, many years .. .R^
guess whenImade my decision at the >
end of high school about what Iwas^going todo ...Ireally diddecide to bea
Jesuit first and not say .. to be apriest
and then...should Ibe abcncdiclian oi©C
adiocesan,"he said.
Sullivan said, "I thinkIam fortunata^C
to be part of a tradition which sees the«J?
sort of work a person does, as a teacher,» *
asa doctor,orcivic leader or as educator^
sees that as a way of expressing one's
basic desire toserveGod."
SULLIVAN ONTHEFUTURE
Sullivan isoptimistic about the future
of S.U. but is unsureabout his plans for
the future.
"The next 10 years really are
potentially veryexciting. In some ways,
Isee the university right now on the
launching pad, we designed the whole
system and we built the launching pad
and now we are really ready to go,"
Sullivansaid.
He said the university will have the
usual competition from state- run
universities for enrollment and dollars.
"But we've proven that wecan stepup to
theplate andhit theballoutof thepark.
This campaign that we're finishing now
has just astonished everyone in Seattle;
no one thought we could go and raise
$20 million and within a matter of
months we are going to have the thing
finished off."
Sullivan plans on taking a
three-month sabbatical next school year
andreflect on futureplans.
"I would say very honestly,Ido not
feel any great internal urge to get outof
town; its not like I'm sitting here
waiting for somethingelse,IlikeSeattle
University, Ilike the kind of
opportunities andchallenges we have,"
he said.
"I think the judgmentIhave to make
is ... what is best for Seattle
University; there comes a point when
new leadership is important," Sullivan
said. "What's better for me; wouldI
grow and develop or make a better
ribution and have a better challenge
if ishift to somethingelse."
Sullivan said he also has to consider
his investments at S.U.,
"
Ihave put the
best 10 years of life here at Seattle
Universityand givenmy standing in the
community. Do you want to walk off
andleave that?"
Donned in hard hats, Seattle University President William Sullivan,
S.J., and Executive Vice President Gary Zimmerman, pose for a
Dre-festivities photo.
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Faculty Student
StaffPoll Poll
Inshort, how would youevaluate
Fr. Sullivan's role as president?
Anna Dillon
15 years
Director/Affirmative Action
Service
Personnel Services
"In my 15 years at Seattle
University, he has brought the
university from operating in the
red to operating in the black."
Richard Sherburne, S.J.
10 years
Associate Professor
Theology/Religious Studies
"I think he has done a
tremendous job in continuing the
great community relation that
Seattle U. has with the city of
Seattle.
"
Rosaleen Trainor, C.S.J.
21 years
Professor
Philosophy
"He has been an outstanding
president. He has been able to
lead the university in a way that
has given it a financial
recognition; given it a
recognition in the community."
Tony Myers
6 years
Counselor
Financial Aid
"/ would say that Father
Sullivan has done an excellent
job here at the university. He
has definitely gained the respect
of the business and political
community of Seattle and
Washington State."
Curt De Vere
8 years
Director
International Center
"Father Sullivan has been at
Seattle University for 10 years.
He is a quality administrator and
I know that he has had
opportunities to work elsewhere;
what Iadmire particularly about
him is the fact that he has been
willing to dedicate his service to
Seattle University.
"
David Knowles
8 years
Associate Professor of
Economics
Albers School of Business
"/ would say he is an extremely
effective leader. He has done the
things that were needed to be
done when they needed to be
done. The only thing Iwould say
is that he has recently had some
problems with communicating
with the faculty and staff in the
last year or so. Iam optimistic
that the communication process
will improve."
Michelle Chun
21 years old
Business Management
Senior
"Basically, he has done a good
job. Ididn't like the tuition
hike."
John McLean
19 years old
Electrical Engineering
Freshman
"He is a good president. He gets
lots of things done. He seems to
be easy to get in contact with."
Lynn McLaughlin
22 years old
Education
Senior
"/ think he has done a good job
as a president at Seattle
University. Ithink that he could
have done more to accomodate
students though."
Teri Gaffney
19 years old
Civil Engineering
Freshman
"He seems popular in the
community and he seems to be
busy socially. I've seen him
interrelating with students and
that's pretty important."
Pete Cary
24 years old
General Business
Junior
"His priorities need adjusting.
He is an excellent P.R. man; an
excellent fundraiser. But his
administrative capabilities are
lacking. He should emphasize
more organization within the
school."
Mark Bozlee
18 years old
Chemistry
Freshman
"/ think he takes control from
what I've seen. He used his
powers. . . / never see him
around much."
Photos by Brian Rooney.
Survey by Thertsak Sac Tun;
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Financial V.P.
will return toclass
byTimHuber
SpectatorReporter
Virginia Parks, financial vice
president, willreturn to the Albers School
of Business asa professorof accounting.
Parks will rejoin the faculty springquarter
1987,after ten years ather presentpost.
According to William Sullivan,
president of S. U., the financial vice
presidency will be filled by September 1,
1986. "We will castour netas wideas we
possibly can," said Sullivan of the search
for Parks' successor. "Because of the
natureof thisposition," said Sullivan, a
selection committee would be formed,
including members of the board of
trustees. Parks was selected by such a
committee in 1976.
Sullivan also expressed thanks for
Parks' decade of service. "The university
owes Virginia a great debtof gratitude,"
said Sullivan,whocalledParks "a major,
major contributor to the financial
stability of the university."
Parks expressed no regrets about
leaving the position or returning to the
classroom.
"This is a choice on my part," said
Parks. "I've thoroughly enjoyedwhat I've
done."
"Ilike to teach andIwant to teach,"
said Parks, disclosing her reasons for
returning to the classroom, which she
calls "adifferent challenge."
Parks said she expects to help her
successor at first. It is "not really
training," saidParks,rather shereferred to
it ashelp with "transition."
Parks will take a two quarter
sabbatical following next fall's
appointmentofher successor. She said her
plans for the time off are still in the
"planning stages. I'llbe doing a goodbit
ofreading," addedParks, toprepare for her
returnto teaching.
Virginia Parks, financial
vice president,will return to
Alber's School of Business
Photo by Greg Deimel/the Falcon
U.W. students rally spurs
pro/con concerningLibya
by Sanjay Sippy
SpectatorSalesManager
A rally against the recent United
States bombing in Libya took place
April 25th at the University of
Washington.Therally wassponsoredby
the Organization of Arab Students in
front of the Husky Union Building. But
much to their surprise, 22 uninvited
counter demonstrators showed up waving
flagsand shouting slogans.
"We are notanti-Americans,we love
the people here. But it is our
responsibility to stop the hatred in this
world," said Rajaa Gharbi, a U.W.
language professor.
The counterdemonstrators wereled by
Chris Boswell,a Seattle Pacific Univer-
sity Senior. Boswell and his demon-
strators are from the WashingtonCollege
Republicans. Unlike the Organizationof
the Arab Students,the groupagreedwith
the Libyan bombing, and said it would
preventfuther acts of terrorism.
"We cannotappeaseevil,and we want
to live free from terrorists," said Bos-
According toChris Oliara,afifth year
senior at U.W., "All this head-butting
does is feed thecycle of violence.Until
we can all get together and talk about
this,nothing will change."
At firstbothgroups remained separate
from one another. They both walked in
circles chanting slogans. The organizers
chanted, "No more killing," while the
opposition shouted slogans like, "Down
withKhadafy,up with freedom."
At times both groupsconfronted each
other and the argumentsbecame heated.
But no physical violence took place.
There were 12 U. W. police officers
present at the protest to keep the peace
andpreventany suchoutbursts.
About 300peopleattended therally.
Quotablequotes
Highlightsfrom adecade ofpresidential coverage
Iby Allison WestfallSpectator Acting News Editor
Editor's Note: During the past
ten years, university president William
Sullivan, SJ. has had to dodge, field,
respond to and answer questions from
faculty, students, ASSU members, the
Seattle community, and to the Spectator
reporters. What follows is a collection of
quotablequotes compiledfrom back issues
of the Spectator.The bold type seen above
the quotes are the originalheadlines as
they appearedin the Spectator.
5/6/76 "Trustees Name Sullivan
20th S.U. President"
"Ireally do feel that the basic function
of an administrator is to provide the
space," Sullivan said. 'This includes
physical space and financial space in
which the faculty of the universitycarries
on its role."
12/2/76 "Center to intergrate
students"
Sullivan said that each student has
diverse powers— abilities, competencies,
understandings, skills-- that must be
developed.
'It seems to me that we are united in
this effort to promote, to support, to
contribute to the wholistic development
of the wholeset of powers,capacities and
abilities in each student at Seattle
University," Sullivan said.
5/12/77 "One year as
university chief: Sullivan views
achievements, weaknesses"
"The year has presented some real
problems, and some disappointments.But
that's to be expected in any
administrators' job,"he added.
Ido believe that the president or
anybody else cannot spend his time
responding to criticism." Mentioning the
Spectator as a source of criticism,
Sullivan commented, "It is a principle
with me that Iwill not conduct the
business of the University in the student
newspaper."
He also spoke optimistically about
holding tuition costs down. "We are
working for greater efficiency in the
University, greater fund-raising outside
and greater productivity. If these factors
work in the right combination "they'll
have a very positiveeffect on tuition."
2/3/78 "Sullivan forum: In-
creased productivity won't hurt
class quality"
Sullivan said the current student-faculty
ratio is 14 or 15 to 1and that it couldbe
increased to 20 or 25 to 1 without losing
quality.
"I think we'respoiled," Sullivan said in
reference to current student-faculty ratio
"and,not only that, it's inefficient."
Tuition was "radically underpriced for
many years," he claimed. Sullivan said
when an alumnus from the '50's says to
him "it cost me $425 to go to S.U." he'd
like to be able to say to him, "you owe
us $5,000.00"
5/26/78 "Sullivan reflects:
Positive spirit pervades S.U.
year"
Tve gotten to know peopleon campus
better," Sullivan said," and they've gotten
to know me. There's also been a very
sincere effort on the part of different
groups at the University to promote
communication.
"
Sullivan also said that he has "eaten a
lotof meals in the Bellarmine cafeteria"
in order to increase his contact with
students.
10/4/78 "President discusses
future: Sullivan sees nursing,
faculty, tuition hike"
'There's no way in the world you can
live in 1978 without raising tuition,"
Sullivan said citing inflation as the
reason for raising tuition.
1/17/79 "Funeral for Lemleux,
Cowgll; Earl: Lives of service to
S.U. praised"
On thedeath ofFr.Lemieux:
"His greatest contribution was his
vision... of what S.U. could be."
2/21/7 "$69 per credit: Tuition
increase approved will raise
salaries"
"If someone comes up to me and says
'
it cost me $440 to go here in 1961;' I
feel like saying, "Friend you owe us
$2,400." Sullivan added.
"One of the reasons we decided to take
tuition to this level is that the financial
aid availability for students is the best
it's ever been." he said.
2/13/80 "High anxiety: Tuition
$79 per credit next year"
S.U. is not the only private school
caught in the inflation whirlpool;
Sullivan said that rates of tuition increase
at PLU, SPU.UPS and Gonzaga were from
12.2 to 14.3 percent. "It looks roughly
like just about everybody is in the same
bag," he noted.
Nevertheless, Sullivan said, "I stillam
of the opinion that S.U. is underpriced."
3/5/80 "April Fool on Inter-
collegiate sports"
The athletic program will run an
approximate $320,000 deficit this year.
Last year's was $275,000 and whennext
year's was project to be about $400,000
"frankly," said Sullivan, "at that pointI
finally rang the bell."
4/9/80 "Sullivan takes leave of
absence"
"On May 3 of this year. Iwill
complete four years as president of Seattle
University. These have been very
rewarding years for me, but also very
demanding ones," he said in a recent
announcement".
2/4/81 "Sullivan: tuition may
jump to $95 per credit."
"Running a university involves more
thankeeping the budget in balance," said
Sullivan. "We have to look ahead and
there are many things that need to be
done. Our faculty compensationneeds to
be increased and our deferred building
maintainenceprogramhas caught up with
us. If improvements aren't made now we
willlose faculty to other colleges and I'm
afraidevenMarian won't last forever."
2/11/81"l'aculty tenure decision
delayed until April
"
"We sweat andslave around this school
over whether we are going to put $3,000
into some lights, or are we going to put
$5,000 of work here, and we can afford
$10,000 for a van... but when you tenure
someone, that is about a $1 million
decision." he said.
5/19/82 "Council advises pro-
bation for drama"
"I think there has been a lot of
confusion about this, a good deal of
which came out of the Spectator," said
Sullivan. "At no time were we talking
about discontinuing drama. We're talking
about a dramamajor."
5/22/82 Sullivan explains
university's role in community"
"The Jesuit education is ultimately
focused on the questionof the use of your
freedom. You're trying to overcome
ignorance, overcome prejudice, but allof
those are focused on the question of how
doyouuse your freedom."
2/23/8 . 1983-84 tuition es-
timated to be $113"
"The trustees willask harderquestions
of our proposals than you did," Sullivan
told the audience "or maybe they'll just
push themharder," he chuckled.
"Generally speaking they (the trustees)
realize thata budget is sort of like theold
tinker toy, when you get the whole thing
put together,
"
Sullivan said. "You can
change parts but if you change one part,
you'll probably have to change another
part."
2/15/84 "Sullivan explains
tuition increase to senators"
"We cannot make decisions based on
student preferences.If we asked students
if they would likea 10.6 percent increase,
a 0 percent increase or a 10.6 percent
decrease in tuition, it's inevitable what
the overall opinion would be," Sullivan
said.
4
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Committee plans events for seniors
by Jennifer Jasper
SpectatorReporter
The graduating class of 1986 can
attend a varietyof eventsbefore leaving
SeattleUniversity.
This year there is a senior class
committee coordinating activities for the
outgoing class. The committee is new
this year; in the past one person has
coordinated the seniorevents,said Andy
Thon,SJ.,committee advisor.
The committee has been working
sincelast Januaryandisbeingchairedby
James Gore.
Twoactivities plannedfor seniors are,
"Breaking Away: A Senior Gathering"
and"Toast to the Graduates." The senior .
gathering will be held Monday, May 5
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the Student
Union UpperLounge.A stress workshop
and slide show is planned for the
gathering.
The Senior Challenge Committee is
hosting the annual "Toast to the
Graduates" Wednesday, May 21 from
noon to 1:15 p.m. in the Student Union
UpperLounge. Thissenior gathering is
to help cultivate the senior class into
modes of becoming alumni, said Todd
Williams, a senior class committee
member.
Seniors interested can apply to be the
senior class speaker at the 1986
commencement.Thon said the speaker
willbe chosenMay15. Applications are
available in room 204 of the Student
Union Building and should be returned
by 4 p.m. Thursday,May 8,1986.
For the first time, awards will be
presented to tenoutstanding members of
the 1986 class. The awards will be
givenby the Senior Class Committee at
theGraduation BreakfastSunday,June 8,
in Campion Ballroom. All seniors can
apply for one of the awards. The
applicatons areavailable in room 204of
the Student Union Building and should
bereturnedby Tuesday,May12.
Other events the committee is
organizing are the senior party and the
senior picnic. The senior party will be
Friday, May 30, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
at the Emerald City Yacht Club.
Information and tickets will beavailable
for thedance soon. Seniors canattend the
senior picnic Wednesday, June 4,at 4:30
p.m. atSewardPark.
The committee is planning "Break
Away to LyonO'sParadise Rock Cafe"
Monday,June 2,at 5p.m.
Seniors are encouraged to attend a
poetry reading by Gwendolyn Brooks,
the 1986 commencement speaker, at
7:30 p.m. Friday, June 6, in the
Lemieux Library Auditorium.
Editor's note:
The ASSU Senate has yet to decide on whether to fund the senior class committee's
proposals for this year's graduating class. These proposals include such events as the
"BreakingAway" event at LionO'Reilly's, the senior danceat the Emerald Yacht Club and
the senior picnic.
The proposalfor funds, which was submitted by James Gore, the previous senate
president, askedfor a totalof approximately$4 per graduatingstudent to cover the costs
of events such as those mentionedabove. This representsa totalof $4,240. A number of
the new senators opposed the appropriationof these funds on the basis that there were
other expenses, such as a new computer for their use. One senator said thatfor reasons
such as these, theamount askedfor by Gore may have tobe cut to somewherearound half
of the amounthe askedfor. This representsa totalof around $2 per graduatingstudent.
The $4240 proposal willbe up for final consideration tonight (Thursday) at5:15 p.m.
in the upperfloor of the Student Union Building.All who are interested in attending this
senate meetingmay do so to voice thier concerns. The meetimg, however, willbe closed
when thefinal vote on theproposal is made.
SPECTATORFILE PHOTO
Colin Mitchell, grand prize winner, is awarded his prize by
sweepstakes organizer JenniferHerb.Lastquarter, AlphaKappaPsiheld a
campus-wide sweepstakes where anyone whobought a soda in amachine
that had a prize written on it would win one of 200 prizes. Over $700
worthofprizes weredonatedby localbusinesses.Mitchellwon thebiggest
prize which was a dinner for two atHenry's Off Broadway.Otherprizes
included suchawardsas concert tickets andabouquet offlowers.
Thurow highlights forum
by Peter Lam
Spectator Contributor
The Seventh Annual Albers School of
Business Forum was heldApril 21. The
forum was aseries doneby the school as
apart of SeattleUniversity's community
service efforts to further thepartnership
of progress between business and
education.
The forum introduced Lester Thurow,
author and leading economist in this
nation and Edward McMillan,retired
senior vicepresidentandchief economist
of Rainer National Bank and business
columnist for the Seattle Sunday Times.
The third speaker was Thomas O'Leary,
vice chairperson and director of
BurlingtonNorthern Inc.and member of
Seattle University Board of Trustees.
David Knowles,economics professor,
was themoderator.
rhurow said the American economy
has died and was replaced by a world
economy. "We go through twostages in
life," he said, "denial and it's unfair."
These stages apply to the American
economy.First the American industries
"denied" they are no longer the best in
the world. Then they cried out for
protection- "it'sunfair."
He blamed the succumbing economy
on mismanaged industry. "That," he
claimed, "was the fault of private
enterprises." Falling educational
standards in the nation also contributed
tAmerica's illness. "The government:tor," he insisted,"should keep up the
standard otherwise, in the long run,
America will fadeoff asa competitor in
this global economy."
He pointed out that Americahas a 13
percentadult functional illiteracy rateand
9 percent of that was born in the
country.Asa comparison Japan hashalf
of onepercent.Headded, "Students go to
school in Europe and Japan for at least
220 days per year." American students
have 180 school days since the time
America was still anagricultural society.
Knowles insisted 194 days, including
basketball camps. American high school
students, overall, scored lower than
students from Thailand
--
a developing
country.He said that only 72 percentof
the 18-year-olds in this country will
graduate from high school this year.In a
recentsurvey,18-year-olds fromSweden
and Japan have a graduation rate of 92
percentand95 percent,respectively. And
their high schools are tougher. "If this
carries on," headded, "welose."
Thurow also mentioned the
conservativeness of the bureacracy."The
Standard AmericanOperatingProcedure"
is also a contributor to the fast ailing
economy. Thurow explained how this
proceduredeliberatelythrew the economy
into recession in 1981-82 to combat
inflation when there are many
alternatives which weren't approached.
He said that the government,by using
tight monetarypolicy,made the interest
rateballoon to22 percent.
"In Germany," he continued, "6
percent interest rates were managed by
agreement with the trade union to hold
wages down." He said Japan had their
managementcutall bonuses inhalf and
sailed through 1981-82 with a 5 percent
interest rate.
He added that at present Americans
only save4.6 percentof their income as
compared to the Canadians with 13
percent, Germans 14 percent, Japanese
21 percent and the Italians with the
highest rate of 24 percent. "In
economics" he made clear that lower
savingsmeans lower investment and less
funds appropriated to research and
development.His pragmatism concluded
the Thurow's Axiom: "Most of the time
German engineers withmoney arebetter
off than Americanengineers without."
He warned that if the American
bureacracyandmanagementcontinues to
pursue power, prestige, status and the
unwillingness to adapt to this world
economy the American industries will
become trivial.
McMillan agreed with Thurow's
analysis but objected to the solutions
offered. He pointed out that Thurow's
idea of raising taxes to bring about
changes willonly discourage the spirit of
the American work force. Skeptically,he
said if this country has less bureacracy
then private enterprise will bring better
answers at lowercost.
O'Leary denied the terminal state that
Thurow named because changes have
already begun. "Deregulation of the
airlineindustry ispartof the change," he
said.
McMillan, more prudent on his
approaches, agrees with the Graham
Rudmanbudgetproposalofreducing the
rateof spending to retire the deficit. He,
aretirednavalofficer,strongly suggested
that the rest of the world should start
financing their owndefense programs.
Thurow overshadowedhis counterparts
in the forum and won the hearts of the
audience despite his bold andsimplistic
solutions.
Thurow is the author of "Zero-sum
Society," "Zero-sum Solution" and his
latest "Dangerous Currents: The Stateof
Economics."
Millionth grad
may be found
at SeattleU.
by Carrie Hunkapiller
SpectatorReporter
A senior fromSeattle University may
become the one- millionth student to
graduate from a Jesuit university or
college. According to William Mclnnes,
S.J., president of Associated Jesuit
Colleges and Universities, in
Washington, D.C., "Out of the 28
people nominated ... one person will be
picked, which is not a merit award but
likea lottery where thename isdrawn."
The winner willreceive an allexpense
paid trip to Versailles, France, during
July 19 to 24 for the WorldCongress of
Jesuit Alumni confrence which happens
every fiveor six years Mclnnis said.
According to Andy Thon, S.J.,
assistant vice president for StudentLife,
the contest at S.U. will also work like a
lottery where seniors sign up and one
person will be picked for thepossibility
of becoming the one-millionth graduate
of aJesuit collegeoruniversity.
"There are 1,000 seniors," said Thon,
"and those thatare interested willsign up
for the contest duringSpring FesL"
Mark Burnett, of the S.U. public
relations office; Jeremy Stringer, vice
president for Student Life and Thon
haven't decided if the student nominated
from S.U. will receive a prize if that
student isn't chosen as the millionth
graduate.
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A:theUniversityof Washington there
were 4,977 undergraduates and 2,063
students whograduated from the graduate
programs, a total of 7,040 people,
according to the University of
Washington's Registrar'soffice.
SIOAPBOX FORUM
Schools need toeducate low income students
byJohn Worden
Last fall, the Seattle School District re-
leased somefascinatingstatistics. It seems
that in the recent past, only the smallest
minority ofourcity's black students could
maintain even a "C+
"
grade-point aver-
age.In resposne tothis,theDistrict's "Op-
eration Rescue"Programbegan.This pro-
tby which volunteer tutors would beJ within targeted schools possessingnon-white student populations, was
led to alleviate the problem stated
above.
Opinion
Ithought that tutoring young children
might be quite enjoyable, andIassumed
that mycollegeeducation wouldeasily en-
able me toerase the schools dilemma. The
frustrating initiation Iwouldreceivewould
prove my original ideals to be completely
Beginning in January,Iwas assigned to
be a tutorand teacher's assistant at Bailey
Gatzert Elementary.
Ientered the classroom to find 32 stu-
dentscramped inadwarfish room,accom-
panied by a teacher whom I'll call Ms.
Overwhelmed. Ms. Overwhelmed was
trying to presenther readinglesson to the
class, yetonlya handfulof the studentsno-
ticedthat she wasspeaking. 1assumed that
she must be a poor instructor, entirelyat
fault for her inability to communicate. I
would find the truth tobe much more en-
compassing.
Ms. Overwhelmed assignedme several
first and second grade students which I
would work with onan individual basis,
two days a week. The students were
mostly, but not exclusively black. They
were all, however,members of our socie-
ty's lowereconomic class. WhenIbegan to
work with these students individually, a
strangemetamorphosis would occur. Stu-
dents whowerelifeless andcompletelyun-
intelligible in the larger classroom, would
spontaneously spring to life outside the
classroom. These students were far more
acute than their teacher ever noticed them
tobe.Ms. Overwhelmedhad informed me
these were childrenwhohad trouble learn-
ing. Ifound this to be inaccurate. When
speaking privately and inanon-academic
realm, these children could learn and re-
tain knowledge exceptionally well. They
had notrouble learning, theysimply could
not learn in the larger group. This is not
surprising, considering themassive size of
the class. Isometimes have difficulty
learning in a class of 32 andI'm supposed
tobeacollegestudent, not a first grader.
1thoughtback to mygrade school days.
Even though I had attended parochial
schools, probably the one item which
helped me maximize that experience was
thatIwas given individualparentalatten-
tion academicallyat home. Once my par-
ents had given me a head start the night
before, class in the morning made more
sense tome.Iseldomfoundmyselfas dis-
placedas these childrenoften do.Ibegan
toquestionmy students on this matter. Do
your parents ever help you at home? Al-
most withoutexception,they saidtheyhave
never received consistent parental aid In
addition, the children told me they came
mostly from one-parenthomes. Not that a
oneparenthome necessarilyimplies a lack
ofparentalconcern with the learningproc-
ess, but it does mean only half as many
adults to offer assistance. In the realm of
today's lowerclass one parenthouseholds,
thatparentisusuallypreoccupiedwithtry-
ing to feed the family.Foodandrent were
not the onlyproblems these families were
faced with.
One of my first graders, I'llcall him
David, toldme thathisfather was toget out
of jail (nothis first time inprison) forbat-
teringhismother.Soonafter David'sfather
returned home,Iarrived at my class to
have Ms. Overwhelmed inform me thatI
would no longer be tutoring David, be-
cause his family hadmoved,andhe would
beattendinganotherschool. Themost cru-
cial yearsof thischild'slife arebeingspent
as a pawn in a gameof domestic misfor-
tune.
Another of my students told of how her
16-year old sister, who was livingathome,
was about to have her second child. This
parallels the fact that today overhalf of all
black children (andlowerclass whites)live
in one parent homes, the fact that teen
pregnanciesare more frequent than ever,
and that lower class students are doing
pooreracademically cannotbe denied.
Ihavebegun tosee the real reasonswhy
Seattle's inner-city schools are experient
ing such difficulties with their minorit\
and lower economic class students. The
classroomsize (or lack of teachers) is not
conducive to learning at any level, much
less for students at such a tentative age
Also, the learning which the students do
not receive in the classroom, and which
should be subsidized at home, is nonexis
tant. These children are not stupid, they
just have not developed the skills which
make itpossible for them to teach themsel-
ves,and noone isassisting them.
A desirable society mustpossess a firm
economic base,but few of ourleaders have
adequately acknowledgedthis. We needto
ither solve the problems families are ex-
periencing so the learning process can
prosper at home, or decrease the class-
roomsize so it can takeplace at school.
Presently,neither seems tobethe case. To-
day we have a defense arsenal rivaled by
none in history. Yet, families cannnot feed
themselves or live indomestic peace,and
children cannot read, write or communi-
cate.Idorecognizeabudgetcanextendso
far,andas attractive asitmightbe,Iseethe
likelihood of all domestic problems being
abolished as slim. There are just so many
factors which must be addressed. The
other sideof the problem, however,canbe
immediately attacked. If more teachers
could be hired, a portion of this problem
would be alleviated. Unfortunately, the
thought of raising taxes to educate our
youths seems to be unheard of withinour
present hierarchy President Reagan can
afford toeducatehis children in any man-
nerhe chooses. Sen. Slade Gortonspeaks
of the irresponsibility of liberals who
spend withoutregard toreality.He fails to
understand that not everyone canbe fortu-
nate enough tobe born the child of a mil-
lionaire. Unlike Gorton, none of the stu-
dentsItutoredwilleverreceivea $250,(XX)
advance on their inheritance so they can
run for the Senate Mosi of my students
will be lucky to slip through high school,
andIdon't anticipate ever seeing any of
them attend Seattle University or any other
institutionof higher learning,at least ifthe
statusquoremains.
The America wesee todayis theproduct
of the past excellence of our educational
system.Ishudder to think what our first
graders will be like when they are old
enough toseriously affectour nation'shis-
tory.Iwill not be the first to state that a
mindis a terrible thing to waste.
Turkeytown tourist tells all
byPeter Scharf
Every author's fantasy is that he or she
will write a book and the publisher will
fork over airplane tickets for rideson737's
to tell peopleabout it.Nine books later,it
finally happened to me. John Chattin
McNichols andIhit the big time.Chicken
dinners and rentacars to the first stop,
Cherokee,Alabama.
Cherokee, Alabama, for those of you
who may not know, is the heart of "red
neck" country in the northwest part of the
state.
Now, what, you may wonder, is a nice
Jewishcollegeprofessor from the finest Je-
suit University in Seattledoinghyping his
new opus, "Understanding the Computer
Age," to the natives ofCherokee County?
Havingaball!
Opinion
After a hardsweaty day ofproselytizing
my wares,Iwasinvited withmy hostsSan-
dayeandMike to their logcabin inTurkey-
town, Alabama.Mike had been trainedby
his wife not to use any "bad" words in
front of their liberal friend from Seattle.
While still wearinga tie,Iasked in aca-
demese "if the ratio of black children to
white children was significantly different
in the schoolsofAlabama."
"Hey, Sandaye Baby, do the nigger
chulren in yuh school use computers?"
Mike asked.
Sandaye reckoned that they did use them
some and were fixin' touse themmore af-
ter theybought thembooks that the doctor
had written.
After beingpolitely bored for an hour,
Mike decided to see if the Yankee could
play basketball.
"They have basketball, where you are
from? Someof the fellers andIplay onFri-
days.The courtsalldirtbut wemowed the
weedsout lastMonday."
We rode to the court inMike's pick-up
truck. Milk cans joggle in the back with
Luke and Ike who wereplaying harmoni-
cas. Ike looked like Mayor Charles Royer
without teeth. Mike told me about life in
Turkeytown. "We don't havenocrime and
troublehere.Don't almosthavenocops. A
whileback wehadthese twolesbian ladies.
We don't take to thosekinds ofdoings. We
run "em outoftown."
"How youdothat?"Iasked.
"Burn em out," came Mike's answer.
"We don't likepeople whodon't fit in."
"Hoops" in Turkeytown lacked the
finese ofthe 12minute battlesin Connolly
Center, butIshowed that even a 40-year-
oldprofessorcouldembarrass Turkeytown
allstars with his still in shape shove and
bank shot.
Ike, whoguarded me,keptcalling me a
"nigger lover."Islammed an elbow inhis
midseciton arid askedhim ifa "whiteboy"
could take it the way we played in New
York. They loved it. The game referredto
as the "New Civil War" ended withanout-
come similar to thatin1865 withabunchof
"pissed off" rebels.
As my reward for winning the battleof
the TurkeytownBaptistChurch wasa fam-
ily size Diet 7-L'p bottle of "moonshine"
Moonshine a la Cherokee County tastes
like a cross between turpentineand Kool
Aidand packs a whallopanalogous Jo be-
ing smacked by a Metro bus. The result
wasthatMike, IkeandLukehad toholdme
upright asIgazed over the canyon where
almost200 cars wereupside down inper-
manentpark (many,Iwas informed, with
their drivers, usually Yankees, still en-
tombed in them.)
"What about thepolice?"Iasked.
"There'sonly Joe Thomasandhe's most
of70-years-old.What Joe don'thearabout
don't concernhim."
We slept in theback of thepick-up truck
andmadeitback toTurkeytownjust intime
tobeshuttled toBirmingham International
Airport just in time for another 737.Mike
said was the first time he hadbeen there
sinct had to see a doctor there when he
wasa. rer 11.
Birm. t is 60 miles from Turkey-
town. Mi., md Sandaye and Luke and I
wereall tearyeyed aboutmy hasty depar-
ture. "Why don't you bring your kin folk
and stay, next time?" Itold themIreck-
onedIwould.
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Soviet political system caused nuclear accident
by Joel Marquez
Spectator Contributor
Attention all Soviet apologists.
-
Try, just try to explain this one.
Sometime on Friday, April the
twenty-fifth, what American intelligence
officials called "a major problem"
occurred atanuclear plant in Chernobyl.
Precisely what the problem was is
unclear. The result, however, is not.
Because the very next day, the reactor
"problem" had developed into a
meltdown. A meltdown results from
failure of the reactor's cooling system,
causing its fuel rods to melt andrelease-
highlydangerousradiation.
Commentary
Let me reiterate. The "major
problem" happened on Friday. The
ftual
meltdown onSaturday.
The outside world was not aware of
S situation untilSunday.
Sunday.
Not by Soviet information was the
situation revealed. On Sunday,at the
Forsmark nuclear power plant in
Sweden, unexplanably high levels of
radiation were discovered on a routine
check. Upon further examination,
radioactive cesium was found,anelement
whosepresence in as trace anamount as
wasdiscovered,couldonly be explained
by "a major problem" occurring
downwind and far away. When other
Scadinavian nations noticed the same
phenomenon, there wasreason to suspect
that the majorproblemhadoccurred from
within the SovietUnion.
Sunday.
Finally, some twelve hours after this
discovery, theSovietsacknowledgedthat
one of the Chernobyl reactors, (in a
complex of four reactors), indeed had
been damaged. "Measures were being
being taken to eliminate the
consequences of the accident. Aid is
being given to those affected. A
government commission has been set
CEndofmessage.So while Americans fret over the fatetheir relatives touring Kiev, while
Ukrainian immigrants worry over those
that they know still live near the
Chernobyl reactors, while Scandinavian
technicians see thiscloudof radioactivity
float north, the Soviet Union states that
"agovernmentcommission hasbeen set
up."
Its anyone surprised?As a matter of past history, thestemmediapoints outa1957 nuclear
waste accident that tookplacein the Ural
mountains. To this day, the Soviets do
not acknowledge the accident. But 30
villages coincidentally disappeared from
official Soviet maps. However, for
denials of this nature, it is difficult to
beat the Ukranian "famine" of 1932-33.
(A deliberate actbySoviet authorities to
drive at least seven million Ukranian
people to deathby starvation,perhaps as
much as fifteen million. Hitler was an
amateurcompared to this. But don't take
my word for it. The proof is out there
anddocumented.)
The official word from the Soviets
later in the week was that two deaths
resulted from the accident. Two.
Furthermore, only two hundred were
injuredandbeing treated.
Does anybodybelieve them?
From past history, this is to be
expected. But journalists and
editorialists do notdo thematter justice
by attributing thisaltitude to a "national
paranoia." It paints the picture of
paranoia being an attribute that is basic
to the Russian character. For a dispute
of this claim,Irefer you to Peter the
Great.
Why then the secrecy? Russia is no
longer Russia. It is the Soviet Union.
The Soviet Union is a bureaucratic
monolith. There is an attitude that
develops withinbureaucracies that fosters
the evident secrecy. In a bureaucracy,
individuals are rarely accountable for
their actions inadirect manner. In other
words, it is notnecessary how well you
do a thing, it isonly necessaryhow well
you can appease the boss.
The official Soviet philosophy
eschews the profitmotive,believing that
the State can satisfy all needs, leaving
the masses to pursue "higher goals."
But the State is really that monolithic
bureaucracy, composed of millions of
individuals. In suchasystem,quality of
work issecondary,evenunnecessary. As
long as youcan make yourself look good
to whichever gang is in power,youcan
live. The incentive isdirected toreward
the most vicious bootlickers. Imagine
the envy of those who specialize in the
"art" of appeasement towards those of
ability. Ability becomes threatening
because it is a symbol of what the
bootlicker is not. But in this system,
bootlicking is rewarded and the
bootlickers are in the position to crush
anything that threatens them. Now
imagine the quality of life where ability
can be punished and appeasement
rewarded. Imagine the stagnation, the
suffocated integrity, the crushed hopesof
those with ability.
Why are theSoviets so secretive? A.)
Because they have a lot to hide. They
often claim tohave aperfect system. To
admit that there is a mistake means that
it is indeed not perfect. The Soviets
denounce the capitalist system, but
wouldcapitalists have let their standards
down so that such a thingcould happen?
They couldn't afford it. It is easier to
hidein abureaucracy but itis difficult to
hideas acapitalist. Theresponsibility is
carried directly on the shoulders of the
individual. So if you can't hide, then
you make damn sure that everything
works PERFECTLY, you can't afford
anything less. But if you can hide,by
passing the blame to someoneelse, then
it's much easier to let your standards
down. Asbadas theChernobyl disaster
is, itcanonly be seen as typical of such
systems. Ask anyone who's ever stood
in line for a license.
B.)Mostly because bureaucracies are
systems built on prestige. Prestige here
is more important than actual result,
how you look in front ofothers is more
important than what is actually going
on. You don't have to build a SAFE
nuclear reactor. Just make sure youget
your pictures in Soviet Life magazine
andget nominated for bureaucrat of the
year. Remember, real need isn't
determined by some objective standard
based on reality, say for example, the
law of supply and demand. Here, it is
determined by bureaucratic whim. This
is what is meant by absolute power
corrupting absolutely. Omnipotent
bureaucrats have no standard to check
themselves by.*..iMSUSttUMieJ*■.-dil&JkZ.,M»Jiy I I I I IH— !!■ II mi
Ah,but when something goes wrong,
that's when the prestige factor really
kicks in. Here wehavebureaucracies and
bureaucrats at their very worst. It is
certain that even now those "in charge"
are spendingmuch more time trying to
cover their tracks to make sure that they
would not be seen as responsible, than
actually devising ways that theeffects of
the disaster couldbealleviated. Because,
again, the only thing that countsis how
you look.
This is the explanation for the
paranoia. However, to ascribe it as a
racial characteristic is a half-truth at the
very best. (Not to mention the fact that
the USSR is a conglomeration of as
diverse a group of different ethnic races
as any country,even the USA. Saying
that the Russians arc paranoid would
exclude Ukrainians, Georgians,
Mongolians and Arabs from the list of
races that make up the USSR). It is a
misleading statement that gets away
from what is really at the heart of this
issue.
The Soviet system is EVIL.
There. Isaid it. Their system,one
that promotesbootlicking and punishes
ability, is Evil. What else can youcall a
system whoseactual result,(as opposed
to promised result), is nuclear disaster?
What else canyou call it when an issue
that endangers lives of natives and
visitors is spiked for three days? The
Chernobyl incident was notan isolated
accident. It was not, as the
anti-technologists would have it, an
example of the inherent dangers of
nuclear technology.Itisn't aracial flaw.
This incident, this disaster, is basic to
the nature of the Soviet SYSTEM. It
didn't JUST happen. It was BOUND to
happen. (I see many people shaking
their heads ina typical anti-technological
patronizing fashion. "Human beingsare
imperfect," they say. "Theyare going to
makemistakes like this no matter what."
Tosay so first of all removes the blame
from those responsible,and yes,there are
people responsible, not in a deliberate
sense, but in a lazy, inactive way that
can and wasdangerous in the end. But it
also shows a very low opinion of the
human race. Failure is not basic to the
human species,ifit were, we would not
be here today, thespecies would nothave
survived. It is clear that success and
progress is what is basic to human
nature. Failure happens, but it is not
basic if the environment encourages
responsibility, as in a capitalist system
where individuals learn from their
mistakes. Human beings have a choice
though,and if thechoice is bureaucratic
statism/totalitarianism/socialism, then
failure will be basic, because the
mistakes made will simply bepassed on
to the "other guy." Progress will
become alien andstagnation the familiar
condition. Theproof is already out there
for those with thestrength to look.)
Accident? Only in that no one was
directly responsible. But there are
many, many people who wereindirectly
responsible. And at the heart of the
entire issue is the system that makes it
possible. Make no mistake about it, the
Soviet system isevil.
For those whoare surprised, don't be.
The Soviets tried to repeal the law of
supply and demand and couldn't. The
Chernobylplant was their reward. The
reaction waspredictable.
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Anostalgic atmosphere
prevails at
"
DogHouse"
by John Teehan
Spectator CopyEditor
The American jukebox statically
offers Bing Crosby's "When Irish Eyes
Are Smiling" as the time-honored Indian
couple settles in a booth up front.
Toward the back and in a corner lounge
three girls, probably in their early 20's
and clothed in jetblack, twoof them in
fishnet nylons and theother in tights.
The piano man in the lounge is long
gone -- he performs until 1:30 a.m. -
and the jolly room has been shut up
since two,fortifiedbyan irongateacross
its narrow opening.But the gray-haired
cashier sits behind thepay counter,busy
stapling supplements to the main menu,
surrounded by DogHouse teeshirts and
cuddly Seattle Seahawk dolls.
The men at the main serving counter
arecheerfullybuzzingaway ~sometimes
in loud exchange
- about Libya,
Pandora's box and the 31-51 Seattle
Supersonics.
This seems to be a way of life for
young and old
-- mostly those
established in age
—
who come to the
Dog House Restaurant,2230 7th Ave.,
in downtown Seattle.It is amelting pot
ofdiversity, serving the EmeraldCity for
SO yearsand through such hard times as
World War II,the Vietnam War and the
contemporarycrisis withKhadafy.
But life goes on for those patrons
inside theDogHouse in1986 as itdid in
1934 and the time inbetween.
Under the "AllRoads lead to theDog
House" sign stretches the main counter,
where a couple of $3.10 ham and egg
plates rest in front of two middle-aged
white men. A Japanesemanof the same
age bracket slides between the twoand
settles atop a stool. Greetings are
exchanged. The conversation is concise,
although loudenough for all tohear.
"We all know who is behind the
terrorist attacks," said one whiteman.
"Catch the bastards and execute them,
no trialor nonothing," said the Japanese
"The Sonics sure looked bad this
year," said the same whiteman.
"I'm ready," said the Japanese man,
rising and faking a shot atan imaginary
basket. "I'm shortbutI'm quick."
No one pays attention to the short,
bifocaled man with loud tonsils, save
for the waitress behind thecounter, who,
probably hearing this before, still looks
at him in bewilderment. The other men
at the counter continue sipping their
coffee and reading their newspapers,
undaunted and unmoved, for they too,
haveprobablyheard itbefore.
At one end of the counter a man
looms over a newspaper,coffee cup in
his left hand and pencil in his right.
Without warning, and to no one in
particular, he asks, "What escaped from
Pandora's box?" All he receives is a
couple of shrugs and a couple of "who
knows?" Back to his crossword puzzle,
he hasnomore questions.
At5 a.m.Madonna's "Dress YouUp"
escapesfrom the jukebox.TheMadonna
look-alikes in the back corner probably
became bored with Crosby's "Rose of
Tralee" and Patsy Cline's "Sweet
Dreams." The counter patrons pay no
attention. Nor do the two men in
Mariner caps inoneof the centerbooths.
They continue to discuss the recent
Mariner win over the fast-paced "Dress
YouUp."
The DogHouse has alwayscatered to
sports fans, according to the second
owner. The first owner started the
businesss in 1934 and when he died in
1970 his wife took over. When she
passed away in 1980 the presentowner
andonly manager took over.
Sheremembers abartender whoplayed
secondbase for the SeattleIndians. That
was 1937. During that same period
another barkeep skated the rink for the
Seattle Seahawks' hockey club. And
throughoutall hoursof theday theplace
wouldbe crawling withsports fans.
The Dog House has been a 24-hour
operation since it opened, except for
1945 when itlocked the doorsbetween 2
a.m. and 6 a.m. due to red points
(rationing). World War IIbrought the
rationing, meaning a shortage of red
meatfor the restaurant,necessitating the
closure.
The restauranthas weathered the time
but looks its age. The pictures on the
wall of the Evergreen State and ferry
system are faded and dark, hardly
discernible; the jukebox isa relic,soare
some selections; and the seating
arrangements
--
the longcounter infront
and booths behind
-- makes no attempt
to mask the frictionof 52 years' time.
A burly Metro bus driver appears
through the front door and walksover to
the booth where the Indian couple once
were. He puts his waist-length coatand
skull-cap on the seat and heads in the
direction of the restroom arrow. As he
returns a waitress sets a plate of four
hugepancakesanda cupofcoffee on his
table. They talk briefly. She leaves. He
digs in.
The waitress, in a black knee-length
skirtand white short-sleevedblouse, fills
a few cupsof coffee around the roomand
heads for astool under the restroomsign.
The vantage point is clear: she can
observe the whole scene while noticing
if anyonecomes in or goesout.
Usually on themoveor chatting with
customers, she now sits on the stool,
swingingherright legback and forth.
While she sits the Japaneseman tells
of nickels coming out of a Las Vegas
slot machine in 1948; the three punk
girls in the corner continue giggling,
even to the soundof Cline's "Blue Moon
of Kentucky"; and the two men in
Mariner caps discuss the home run by
M'srookie Danny Tartabull.
When theMetrobus driver leaves the
waitress on the stool steps down, and
with rag in hand,comes over and cleans
the table.
That's how it usually happens at the
Dog House Restaurant. Regardless of
time ~ whether it be 5 a.m. or 5 p.m.
--
people come for aquickbite to eator to
linger for hours, maybe ordering just
coffee or tea. They come to see friends,
as the "where friends meet friends" sign
attests. Or they come to labor over a
crosswordpuzzle.
The pace is slow, the conversation
plenty.Maybe Tartabull will hit another
homer tomorrow.
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The"DogHouse" restaurant has beena Seattle landmark forover 50 yrs.
Psychodrama not a traditional style oftheater
byGabriela Hohnand EricGould
Spectator Contributors
There is a stage. There are players,
participants, andspectators; there are no
actors. There is theatre and the
performance isconducted inreal time.
On the stage, the players unfold and
develop the story. The storyreveals the
thoughts and feelings of the players.
They also reveal some clues regarding
the players' thoughtsand feelings. These
clues help theplayers resolve the story.
This is not theatre in a traditional
sense, although it has similarities, this
ispsychodrama.
Last Thursday,psychologyprofessor
Dr.NeilYoungconducted apsychdrama
workshop in Marion, sponsoredby Psi
Chi,a psychology honors society.
Youngprovided somebackgroundon
psychodrama, and led the workshop into
participating inapsychodrama.
What is psychodrama? The word is
derived from the words psyche,meaning
soul,anddrama,Young said.
Heexplained that the drama aspect is
rooted in Greek drama, shaman ritual,
and religious drama. The drama was
developedina theatre where the audience
could experience their psychological
conflicts. And as spectators, they were
engagedin watching theperformance of
the spectacle.
The psyche aspect is rooted in yogi
practice, Young said. The yogi would
enteracave,and their whole world would
be displayedbefore them in their minds.
Here, the spectator "sees themselves in a
profoundand intimate way,
"
young said.
J.L. Mareno,astudentofFreud, tried
to integrate both concepts of "psyche"
and "drama" in Vienna in the 1910s.
Moreno created this "introverted and
extroverted technique to heal an
individual's conflicts,"Youngsaid.
"Mareno developed his ideas on
Saturdayafternoons in Vienna.He would
read to children myths and fairytales,
thenasked them to act out these stories,"
Youngsaid.
He later created the theatre of
spontaneity. Young said he invited
people into a theatre and have themact
out newspaperstories.
WhenMoreno developedpsychodrama,
"he was looking at the culture's ills,"
Young explained,"The mechanistic
cultural world (where we live) isn't
spontaneous. He believed that
spontaneity is a cure for the culture's
ills." Young adder1 that Moreno wanted
individuals to be reflective spontaneous,
not simply impulsive.
"Moreno said that in the beginning
was the act. God was an actor, an
audience,adrama," Youngsaid.
Young said that psychodrama has
been, for a large part, ignored in oui
culture asa method for therapy.Headded
that there are not many schools of
psychodrama.
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Tattoo specialists engravecolorful art inskin
by Lance R. Tormey
Spectator Arts/Entertainment Editor
Whenever the word "tattoo" is
mentioned it usually conjures up a
number of connotations that sometimes
gives the tattoo industry a foggy
reputation.In the literal sense, tattooing
is an art form which is applied by the
marking of the skin with punctures
accentuated by color. But in the
figurative sense, it has been alternately
regardedas avulgar practiceor asa sign
ofhigh fashion.
ToDanny Danzl,a retired tattooartist
and proud owner of Seattle Tattoo
Emporium located at 1106 Pike, tattoos
aren't high fashion, they are a lifestyle.
A slight man with piercing eyes and
compressed lips,Danzlexudes personal
determination anddedication. His raspy
sounding voice, heard through a small
mechanized voice box hanging from a
string hooked to his worn leather waist
belt, tells of the many years thathe has
been involved in the business of "skin
art." "Iused to get twenty-five cents for
every tattoo and Imade a pretty good
living out of it," Danzl said. He added
that through the "hard times" of the 30s
and 40she wasmaking $30a month.
Danzl has been marking the skin of
the world with punctures since 1926and
has seen a number changes in the
techniquesand theclientele. "The kindof
stuff that tattoo artists are doing nowI
couldnever do,"he said.
He said that most tattooists only get
onechance in the business. "Thereareno
erasers on the ends of the needles," he
explained.Danzl hand makes his own
tattoo machines, a vibrating
collaboration of needles and steel.
Neither henor his tattooartists working
under him believe in commercial tools
because, as Danzl said, the feel isn't the
Peter Alexander Stephens, clad in
black and looking somewhat like Johnny
Cash, is carrying on the legend of
tattooing where Danzl left off. But for
Stephens the times have changed.
Stephens says that more women than
men get tattoos in Seattle. "Women
usually get tattoos where the sun don't
shine," he said, laughing.
A frequent client of Stephens, a
mother of fiveandgrandmother of four,
came from Yakima for hersecond tattoo.
She gota small red rose tattooed on her
ankle. As a teacher, the rose tattoo on
her hand sometimes raises questions
from her students. "I try to explain to
them that I'm not encouraging them to
get a tattoobut that everyone is entitled
to do what they want with their body,"
she said.
Stephens seems to be the "younger
version" of Danzl. He works with the
same amount of enthusiasm and
excitement thatDanzl stressedas oneof
the most important aspects of his job.
Danzladded inhis raspy voice, "It is not
like going out and buying a pair of
socks, youhave tobe serious about what
you are doing, you MUST love it."
Danzl explained that once a person
becomes involved in the world of
tattooing it seems to encompass their
life.
Stephens agreed. A veteran of the
Vietnam war,he is covered with tattoos,
memories of his past. He says that he
got interested in the art of tattooing
while looking through a Popular
Mechanics magazineabout 16years ago:
"It was one of those 20-step processes
they put you through." Stephens added
that the course was mostly an incentive
to help him get started. "I basically
taught myself, just likeDanny."
Among the more interestingdesigns
Stephens has inscribed on his body is a
well defined picture of his ex-wife
embeddedinhis left arm. "Iam glad we
partedon goodterms," he said wryly.
Stephenshasbeen a skin artist for 16
years. "Tattooing has brought me all
over the world," he said. Countries such
as Germany and Belgium are spots that
Stephens remembers the best. "I sold a
lot of whatIcall 'dead stuff whenIwas
in Germany. The people liked the
swastikas, skulls and skeletons." While
he was in Belgium, he said, the most
popular tattoos involved floraldesigns.
Oneof Stephens friends works in the
same tattoo parlor. Perry Z'Berg says
thathe metStephens about six years ago
and wasamazed athis work. Z'Bergsays
that tattooing is a trueart form not to be
confused with other "less serious" forms
such as comic art. "Tattooing has been
around for a long time," said Z'Berg.
"Ever since the times of the cavemen
they've had some form of marking the
body." Z'Bergknows his history well.
Puncture tattoo reached its most
elaborateandartistic developmentamong
theMaoriofNew Zealand andamong the
Japanese,whoperfected theuseofcolor.
This primitive art of puncturing is
appliedby a large hammer and a small
pointed chisel which makes painful skin
incisions into which irritants may be
rubbed to produce a raised scar. Today,
thispainful processstill survives.
At Seattle Tattoo Emporium Z'Berg
performs a more contemporaryform of
skin art. YetZ'Berg isdifferent than his
colleagues. Z'Bergonly works with two
colors of ink
—
black and white.He says
that by working with color a tattooist
loses shading and other interesting
details.
Sitting in the smoke filled office at
Seattle Tattoo Emporium, Z'Berg says
that a person can make a living out of
tattooing but "you have to be serious
about it." Z'Berg is serious. His entire
back is covered with a half finished
tattoo that looks like it was copied from
the back of a Hells Angel's jacket. The
unfinished tattoopictures a tall, sickly
looking skeletonreaching for theneck of
abeautiful black haired women.
Jamie Allembaugh, a nervous
25-year-old from Ellensburg, Wash.,
thought for over amonth about getting a
tattooonhis musclebound right arm. "I
wanted a tattoo becauseIthink it says
something about myself ... it makes me
unique." Allembaugh added that not
many ofhis friends have tattoosand that
it was just a "wild hair" that influenced
his decision. "When Ifirst came hereI
looked at Pete's artwork and found it to
beincredible
"
Jn an hour, Stephens carefully
embedded the Pink Panther in various
shades ofpink,red, yellow andblack on
Allembaugh's right arm. With a small
whitenapkinrappedaroundhis fingers to
wipe the pores of skin clean of blood,
Stephens drew a black outline on
Allembaugh's arm with his vibrating
tattoo machine. Every new streak of
color brought a contorted look of pain
from Allembaugh's face. He said that it
feltexactly like what washappening- a
bunch of small needles beingpoked into
his skin.
After amatter of limehis face gestures
disappeared and he became more and
more interested in the finished product.
Pain was the last thing on Allembaugh's
mind. "My girlfriend thinks that Iam
crazy, but she's at home right now
waiting to see my tattoo," he said in a
sarcastic voice.
Stephens, Danzl and Z'Berg all
stressed that tattooartis truly arespected
art formall around the world.Danzl and
Stephens areknown for their work inand
aroundpopular tattoocircles.
The walls of Danzl's office speak for
themselves. Awards, pictures of past
clients andmemories of daysgoneby fill
theroom.
Danzl's office had a musty smell of
smoke that gives Seattle Tattoo
Emporium a distinct odor,an odor that
was almost perfect for the surroundings.
And yet the place had another distinct
smell -- the smell of memories -
memories of forgotten artwork that are
fading on someones wrinkled hair
coveredarms.
Tattoosarenot for everyone.As Danzl
said, "If you walk in here and you don't
know what you wantItellyou toget the
hell outof here." He added that tattoos
are going to stay on the body for life.
"Some people think that they can erase
the artwork" but that's just not the case,
saidDanzl. "It'saone shot deal."
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Peter Alexander Stephens,a Seattle tattoo artist inscribes thename of Laurie Vegas1husband,"Charlie"
on herright hip as she patiently awaits theresults.
C.J.DannyDanzl
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Campus gathers for festivities and picnic
y Angie Babcock
ssistant to the Editor
Seattle University students, alumni,
iculty, staff and friends came together
fay 2 to celebrate "a decade of
rogress" honoring both the construction
I' twonew buildingson campus and the
;n year anniversary of William J.
ullivan, S.J., as president of the
diversity.
The day was filled with colorful
:stivities on Buhr Hall lawn and the
brary lawn. TheS.U.BandandSingers,
lowns, jugglers and drummers
srformed for a jovialcrowd of students,
iculty and friends of theuniversity.
Thecelebration was to celebrate "a
accomplishments of the past years.
Such accomplishments include a 30
percent increase in enrollment, five
funded professorships, a Doctoral
program inEductional Leadership,400
percentraisein endowment and 10 years
ofbalanced budgets.
"I'm really pleased at the celebration
here instead of having a big formal
affair.... I think it's much more
meaningful for us to have a picnic like
this where friends, alumni, students,
neighbors and faculty can all takepart,"
said
'
Sullivan.
The day began at 11:15a.m. with a
Calliope, called "Smile With Nile,"
playing in front of the McGoldrick
inter. The crowd of people socialized
d ate lunch while listening to the
illiope and the S.U.BandandSingers.
The Seafair Clowns of Seattle
liversity'sGraduates Club entered the
:turcaddingbright colored outfits and
;esand helping lead the crowd to the
e for thefirst groundbreaking.
The guestsof theuniversity, including
istees, politicians, students and staff
embers gathered around the site of the
m Science and Engineering building
d the new Arts and Sciences faculty
ficebuilding atthe corners of 10th and
)lumbia and 10th and Marian. Some
tests at the celebration included Lt.
ov. John Cherberg, Mayor Charles
■varAV ytf Caa»(Ia nv%A FT— !■!■—III!TV..„""■««
process,but thebeginning... it is a very
public expression for the students of the
university, for the faculty and for our
friends here with us in this city, of the
university's commitment to continue to
build this margin of excellence," said
Sullivan in his speech to onset the
groundbreaking of the new Science and
Engineeringbuilding.
Following Sullivan's induction Dr.
TerryVan derWerff,deanof scienceand
engineering,said, "We areproud of the
school of Science and Engineering for
what has been, for what it is,but more
importantly, we will be more proud in
the future for whatit willbecome."
After thesebrief speeches, Sullivan,
an der Werff and James Pigott,
hairperson for theCampaign for Seattle
fniversity, broke ground for the new
milling. Severalother members of the
udent body, faculty and alumni also
>ok turns breaking ground with gold
alored shovels. Among them were the
utenient Governor,Gary Zimmerman,
necutive vicepresident andDr.Everald. Mills,director of computer science at
.U.
The celebrating party thenmoved on
» the sightof the new Artsand Sciences
iculty office building. David Pollock,
ean of arts and sciences gave special
tanks to Sullivan for the twobuildings
efore the groundbreaking of the new
jtsandSciences building. "That'sgood
irt," Pollock expressedas he, Sullivan
nd Pigott turned over the earth.
"These buildings symbolize Seattle
University's progress and its
ccomplishments, but most importantly
very bright future for this institution,
hese are also the very elements that
ymbolize and characterize Father
ullivan's ten years," said Ann
/yckoff,ina special speech following
le groundbreaking. "Seattle U. has
mergedasa dynamic and vitalpresence
ere in the Pacific Northwest under
ather Sullivan's leadership and that is
/hat weare here todaytocelebrate.
Following the speech given by
yyckoff, Mayor Charles Royer of
eattle, a special guest at the
elebration, declared May 2 Seattle
Jniversity Day in an official
reclamation.
"I want to thank Father Sullivan for
is leadership in the other community,
le larger community of the city of
eattle," said Royer. "I think of Father
ullivan andSeattleUniversity asbeing
lseparable entities andIhope that that
iseparablilty is a fact of the next ten
ears andperhapslonger."
As brightly colored balloons were
elcased into the air ,GregLucey, S.J.
nded the groundbreakingsaying, "And
ow filled with joy for all that we are
nd all that we can become we
ymbolically shout from this hill top,
!iis is but the beginning of a great
niversity."
When asked what he thought of the
ew buildings, senior Dave Hankins
aid, "I think it will be a more
omfortable atmosphere,Ithink it's also
signof the timesatSeattle U. tocatch
p with the rest of the world as far as
cience, weneed new labs,weneed new
ngineers," said Hankins. "It will only
lake graduating with a Seattle
Jniversity degreeworth more."
"These buildings will expand the
lready existing programs, which is
reatly needed," said Bill Acheson,a
ophomore in the electrical engineering
rogram.
After the groundbreaking the
elebration moved to BuhrHalllawn for
lore food andentertainment.Celebrators
te, socialized and danced to music by
tie Tropical Rainstorm Steel Band, an
uthentic Caribbean steeldrumband.
Clowns walked around playing and
ntertainingchildren andadults alike and
jgglers amazed some spectators. The
ientleman Jugglers,worldclass jugglers
rom Ghiradelli Square were present
ossing items into the air. The
'iibanuahanFilioino Jimuline Troop and
annlaud MayorCharles rw?
Mayor Rover
by Angie Babcock
SpectatorAssistant to theEditor
MayorCharlesRoyerdeclaredMay2,
>86 Seattle University Day in
injunction with the celebration
moringPresident William J. Sullivan.
I.'s tenyearanniversaryaspresidentof
attleUniversity.
Celebrating "a decade of progress"
attleUniversity helda groundbreaking
for twonew buildii
siteof thenew Art;
office building Ro
withan official pro
"Whereas; Seai
founded in 1891
important educatii
years andWhereas;
serving their con-
nation and Where:
has achieved ten
ay°r Charles v
ill «n eniovs the festivities on the BuhrHall
to
William UJ" jic aJpart ofthe 10 yearcelebration,clown at the treepi v
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ates 70thyear as S.U. president
Mayor Royer declares May 2 S.U. Day
by Angie Babcock
SpectatorAssistant to theEditor
Mayor CharlesRoyer declaredMay2,
1986 Seattle University Day in
conjunction with the celebration
honoring President William J. Sullivan,
SJ.'s tenyearanniversaryaspresident of
Seattle University.
Celebrating "a decade of progress"
SeattleUniversity heldagroundbreaking
for two newbuildingsoncampus. At the
siteof the new Arts andSciences faculty
office building Royer declared the day
withan official proclamation:
"Whereas; Seattle University was
founded in 1891 and has been an
important educational resource for 95
years and Whereas; 22,000graduatesare
serving their communities across the
nation and Whereas; SeattleUniversity
has achieved ten years of balanced
budgetsand a400percent increase in
endowments and Whereas; Seattle
University is celebrating a decade of
progress under the leadershipofWilliam
J. Sullivan,S.J. its twentieth president
and Whereas; ground has been broken
this day for two new buildings
symbolizing the revitalization of Seattle
University campus now therefore I,
Charles Royer, mayor of the city of
Seattle,do hereby proclaim May2,1986
to be Seattle University Day in the city
of Seattle.
"I've come to know the man
(Sullivan) and the institution. The
visibility of this institution has
dramaticallyincreased.Theunderstanding
of what's here is known throughout the
community, throughout our region due
to Father Sullivan's leadership," Royer
said in a speech following the
proclamation.
Royer also said in an interview
preceding his speech that, "the
university-any university's quality-- is a
benefit to the city. It provides a reason
for new investment tooccur in the city,
it'scultural,educational ... andeconomic
developmentresource for thecity.
"In the city we turn very often to
Seattle University for consulting help,
the faculty whether it's in public
administration or business or whatever,
we turn toSeattle University as often as
we turn to the University ofI
Washington," Royer stated.
u[ir HaU lawll *Ui. a
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Psi Chi centers on professionalgoals
by Gabriela Hohn
and Eric Gould
SpectatorReporters
Psi Chi, the psychology honor society
on campus, has become more visible
over the last year with its activities
centered on both the professional
enrichment of students studying
psychology and controversial
psychological andsocial issues.
This organization is a chapter of Psi
Chi, the National Honor Society in
Psychology, founded in the 1920s by
psychologist B.F. Skinner. It was
installed at Seattle University last May
and is affiliated with the American
PsychologicalAssociation.
Psi Chiprimarily serves its members
and other psychology students througha
variety of programs and also sponsors
activities for both the local and campus
communities. The activities attempt to
inform and encourage discussion of
various issuesgermane to allpeople.
One of the activities this quarter has
been a lecture and discussion on animal
rights and psychological research
presented by Wayne Johnson, a
psychologist and animal rights activist
for thepast seven years.
A psychodrama workshop was
presented by Neil Young of the
pyschologydepartment.
"Working with a Client with AIDS"
waspresentedthis week bya second year
psychology graduate student, Diane
Powers,M.A. (Cand.).
A discussion of the effect of the
nuclear threat on children is being
planned.
Several new programsunique to this
chapter have been organized. The
Graduate School Counselor, James
Gonzales,M.A. (Cand.), is available to
students who wish to pursue their
interest inpsychology to the mastersand
doctorate level. He is able to answer
questions about GREs and the
applicationprocess.
A resource library ofgraduate school
catalogs, psychology textbooks and
magazines is being created for student
use.
A Graduate School Panel Discussion
was held last year toprovide information
to students about applying for graduate
school.
Another program is Networking.
Christine Erdahl, M.A. (Cand.), the
director of Networking, works with
agencies, alumni and students to
establish job and internship placements
at the bachelors and masters level. A
resume file of psychology students is
being started toaidin the process.
A new project is the publication of
all the M.A. Integration Papers, the
graduate students' final projects. The
publication,"The Seattle University
Existential Phenomenological
Therapeutic Psychology Collection --
1986," editedby Daryl Rodrigues,M.A.
(Cand.), and Gregory Dootson, M.A.
(Cand.), will be available to students,
faculty andalumni.
Psi Chi works closely with the
Psychology Club. Students are invited
to club meetings and activities with
either organization.
Overseas employment ads questioned
bySusanLaFranchi
SpectatorReporter
Overseas summer employment
opportunities are creating a big
question for many college
students across the country.
There is an advertisement
located in many campus
newspapersthat reads:
OVERSEASJOBS.Summer,
yr. round,Europe,S. Amer.,
Australia, Asia. All fields,
$900-2000mo. Sightseeing.
Free info. Write IJC, PO Box
52-Wa-I, Corona Del Mar,
CA92625
That ad is intriguing. It sounds
exciting and fun to the average
college student. Yet when people
have responded to the ad and sent
for the "free info." they've found
that itisn't free at all. Itis $25 and
an extra $4 for Australia. It comes
with a money back guarantee.If
they haven't found it worthwhile
within two months of their
purchase it can be returned with a
full refund.
"But two months really isn't a
whole lot of time," said a young
college student interested in the
ad. "Europe is quite far and when
you're working with the mail
system it is hard to rely on two
months exactly to have responded
to the ad andhave them respond to
you," said Molly Applehans, a
student from the University of
Washington.
Shelby Gilje, a Seattle Times
staff columnist, kept track of a
local college student, who she calls
S.C., and his journey of sending
for the information and
attempting to contact employers in
Europe. After S.C. sent letters to
the various employers he was
interested in he had many
returned with "no such address"
or "address does not exist"
stamped on the envelope.
A few days later he decided to
write and ask for his $29 back
because he was not fully satisfied
with his purchase. To this day he
has never heard from the
company. He even tried to phone
them through Los Angeles
Directory Assistance but to no
avail.
Conference held
byTimHuber
SpectatorReporter
Seattle University hosted the.
Northwest Student Leadership
Conference April 25. The
conference attracted student and>
faculty leaders from 15
Washington state schools. It was
sponsored by the American
College Personnel Association
(ALPA) and the National
Association of Student Personnel
Administrators (NASPA).
Dennis C. Roberts, president of
the ACPA, delivered the keynote
speech during the morning
session of the day-long
conference. Roberts is the
associate dean for Student Life
and director of Residence Life and
Leadership Programs at Southern
Methodist University. Also
addressing the session was
William J. Sullivan, S.J., S.U.
president, who spokeabout "Ethics
in Leadership."
According to Andy Thon, S.J.,
vice president for Student Life at
S.U., the important thing about the
conference was student
involvement. "Faculty," he said,
"are not talking about student
leadership in a vacuum ... this
has not been done." He added that
such conferences aren't
frequently held. Thon said he
expects another conference to be
heldnextyear with another topic.
In addition to the speeches, the
conference also involved group
"sessions conducted separately for
staff and students. The morning
sessions were discussions on the
topics of Sullivan and Roberts'
speeches. The afternoon sessions
involved the presentation of "A
Model for Leadership
Development," also conducted in
split student/staffgroups.
Tim Leary, associate director of
the Office of Student Leadership,
conducted the afternoon session
for students, which was a
discussion of leadership in the
minds of students. "We are living
in a very difficult time," he said.
Leadership involves "beingaware
of people's needs," said Monica
Gerhts, an S.U. student.
"Some of us are natural
dreamers," said Leary about the
makeup of leaders. Leadership,
according to Leary, involves
"taking risks" and vision. "The
leader who cannot include new
ideas, new approaches, has got
problems."
Another aspect of the model, he
said, was communication.
"Active listening skills may be
the key" to communication.
Persuasion is also necessary, he
added. You must "know your
audience," said Leary, to show
them "what's in it for me."
Brian Rooney/the Spectator
\ctors Allyn Turner, right, and Soren Mills perform in Shakespear'i
'Taming of theShrew," SeattleUniversity's Fine Arts department's spring
luarterdrama production. The playopened last night and willcontinue tc
tinuntilnext Tuesday.
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S.U. grounds:
Will beauty survive building?
by Tim lluber
SpectatorReporter
Seattle University is a greenbelt in
the heart of thecity and despite the new
buildings under construction the
landscapemustbepreserved,according to
CiscoeMorris,headgroundskeeper.
"I feel like we'rean oasisin anurban
environment,"saidMorris.He explained
his beliefs on landscape by saying, "It's
the landscape that makes the building
beautiful. Iwas real upset in the
beginning because Ireally didn't want
them to put those buildings right in the
heart of campus where wehave some of
our most beautiful Kobota (Fujitaro
Kobota, landscape designer)
landscaping."
"It made me mad," said Morris. "I've
climbed to the top of almost every tree
that was cut down....Ifeel likeIknow
them personally."
However,Morris feels S.U.has come
around to share his ideas of the
importance of thecampus.
"I think theadministration has really
come around toseeinghow valuable and
how important the landscape is," said
Morris.
IWhile Morris did not design the new
landscape,hehashad input in thedesign.
"It's been a negotiating process," said
Morris. "Mostof the changes I've wanted
havebeen put in."
Thenew landscapedesign was doneby
Thomas Bergerman,whoMorris referred
to as "oneof the bestlandscapearchitects
in the state. He's highly respected;I
think he's agoodlandscapearchitect."
"I don't know if we'll be able to
reproducesomethingas wonderful as we
had, but we might be able to," said
Morris,expressinghis disappointment in
losing part of the landscape in the
constructionprocess.
"I've beena lotmore gratifiedrecently
because Ithink it had something to do
withmy influence and my screamingand
yelling but basically they agreed to
rebuild the landscape with the samekind
of theme," said Morris. "Icall itkind of
aJapanese Alpine theme."
To rebuild the landscape some
important parts of it were saved. "They
made some reallybig concessions. They
savedall the rock," said Morris,referring
to the outcropping rock, some of which
weigh a ton. They "allowed us to save
probably $20 thousand worth of really
valuable trees.Probably another $15 to
$20 thousand worth of really valuable
shrubs. That's $40 thousand worth of
stuff there that we saved. Alot of those
willbe usedin... thenew landscape."
The new landscape will also have a
variety of new and, in some cases,
unusual plants. According toMorris one
of the nicest aspects of the landscape is
it will contain a variety of species that
bloom in different seasons. "There's
some winter jasmine, which Morrissays
blooms in winter.Chinese witch hazelis
alsoa winter blooming plant included in
the new landscape.
Other plants to be included are the
Ginkel tree, "the oldest treeknown to
mankind," said Morris. More are Mt.
Fujicherries, which have "a bigdouble
white flower," and camelia sasanctums,
winter blooming plants. Many of the
new plants included in the designwillbe
used to "keep this theme ofbeing one of
the beautiful flowering campuses in the
state."
In addition to the landscape work
underway due to the new construction,
some existing landscape is receiving a
face-lift. "We're really working on that
fountain area atCampion,"saidMorris.
"Kobota considered that the best workhe
everdid."
Some Japanese pines have recently
been planted there. "Within 10 years
they'll sweep over the fountain. There
will be white wisteria coming over the
other side with flowers dropping down
into the fountain."
Morris isconcerned with the future of
the campus. "Ithink we have to be real
careful to keep some openareas. When
Buhr Hall is razed in the near future,
Morris hopes to see the area left open
andcreatealittle woodsyenvironment...
Ithink we can make that fountain area
spectacular."
Brian Rooney/the Spectator
"I've climbed to the top of almost every tree that was cut d0wn...1
feel likeIknow them personally," said Ciscoe Morris, about the recent
campus remodeling.
Exclusive language shapes our consciousnesses
by Nadine FabbiShushan
SpectatorReporter
Exclusive language is, more
specifically, sexist language. The
Handbook of Nonsexist Language (C.
Miller & K. Swift) calls the use of
sexist language enslavement to
"unconsciousness semantic bias ... or
failure to detect messages of prejudice
others hear."
On Monday, April 21, nine students
gatheredin the Women's ResourceRoom
to hear HamidaBosmajian, S.U.English
professor,and Anna Dillon,director of
Affirmative Action and Personnel
Services,address "Sexist language in the
classroom: Dealing with the issue
effectively."
Bosmajian informed the students that
exclusive language is a form of
discrimination and it violates civil
rights. "If you are busy making mental
correctives in your mind, in response to
the choice of language used by your
professor," she said, "your learning
processis beinginterfered with."
Bosmajianargued that oneneednot be
conscious of theuseof languageinorder
for it to be negative. "Whether you are
conscious of itor notit is detrimental to
growth in the classroom."
In response to questions posedby the
participants about how to deal with this
problem,Dillon responded,"Ideally you
should go to the professor and tell him
or her that you were offended, why you
were offended and thatyour learning had
been effected in the class." Dillon then
warned,"Beprepared toaccept that they
willprobably make light of it.However,
once you start the process you cannot
give up. Ifyou don't follow through, the
professorwill think everythingis okay."
Bosmajian said that the best tactic is
to go to the professor in a small group,
"preferably withafew male students."
When BosmajianandDillon were asked
what to do whena professor doesn't seem
to think that the way he or she uses
language is that important, Bosmajian
said, "Peoplewhoarestill using exclusive
language are now making a conscious
choice to doso."
"If that professor refuses to make
changes," Dillon added, "his or her job
could be in jeopardy.If you don't get a
response thengo to the dean andcontinue
up the hierarchical ladder until you are
listened to."
"Most journals, at least in the
Humanities," informed Bosmajian, "will
no longer accept articles written in
exclusive language.Writers will not be
able to publish today unless they adapt to
thechanges inlanguage."
When asked to respond to arguments
which claim that one cannot simply
change the English language,
Bosmajian's response was positive.
"Language changes," she argued, "and
don't let anyone tell youdifferently. Ifit
didn't we would still be speaking
Anglo-Saxon."
Bosmajian then drew on the Black
culture for an example of how language
canevolve. "Theuseof the word"Black'
began as a negative title in the 60s.
However, due to pressure,it soon took
onapositive meaningand later aneutral
meaning. That change happened
quickly."
Theonemale participant in the group
expressed his own experience with
exclusion. "I was in a class last year
with five womenand six men,andit was
obvious that the male professor favored
the women. He encouraged them to sit
near the front, directedquestion almost
exclusively to them and often exchanged
jokes with them. The men grew to hate
that class."
Dillon suggested to the student that
beingexcluded mayalso have impacted
his grade. "Definitely," he responded.
"Wechecked all the gradesat theend of
the quarterand the difference between the
menand women's was obvious." Dillon
labeledhis situation as "reversed sexual
harassment."
Bosmajiancontinued toencourage the
students to notunderestimate thepower
that language has over individuals.
"Language shapes the way we see the
world. If the language of your culture
does not have the words to express
certain concepts the individuals within
that culture will not have thoseconcepts
in their thinking," she said. "If there is
no concept for "beyond'in a language,
that culture will not have explorers
-
they will not, in effect, go out of the
woods. Giving 50 percent of our
population invisibility by not
acknowledging them throughlanguage is
notunimportant," she said.
Dillon is available in Personnel
Services in the bookstore for students
needing assistance with sexual
harassment or discrimination issues.
People graduating from Seattle
University andUniversityofWashington
in 1984-1985.
By the end of this school year one
million students will have graduated
from Jesuit universities in the United
States since the first schoolopened. This
isn't a large number when compared to
the University of Washington or other
public schools in thearea.
According to the Registrar's office at
Seattle University, in the school year of
1984-1985, there were 731
undergraduates and293 graduate students
who graduated from S.U., for a total of
1,024 students.
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Spiritual leadership:
Native Americanelders offer counsel
Brian Rooney/the Spectator
Native American spiritual leaders from several Northwest tribes gatherd in Seattle
University's Campion Tower Ballroom last Sunday. The all-day celebration of wisdom and
encouragementconcluded withan informal time ofdrumming and singing, (above). Thewomen and
men who spoke suggested waysofincorporating ancient Native Americanbeliefs andpractices into
a culture taintedby the Christianity and European lifestyles that have threatened to destroy the
wisdomofa time closer tonature. Otherhighlights of theevent,hostedby S.U.s AmericanIndian
Student Council,includedaSalmon dinner.
Killing strength
in woman's
image
by Kathy Roy
SpectatorReporter
"KillingUs Softly"
Film on women's image in
advertising
Tuesday,May13, 1:15p.m.
Lemieux Library 114 (Stimson
Room)
Sponsored by S.U. Women's
Resource Center
Jean Kilbourne's film, "Killing Us
Softly," reveals the manipulative
techniques of media advertisers upon
their most exploited prey
--
women.
WhileKilbourne may initially appear to
beexaggeratingtheaffects of "harmless"
and "funny" ad campaigns, years of
personal research have allowed her to
surface intriguing evidence ofintentional
messages within the media.
Persuasive stereotypesof feminine and
masculine roles often treat women as
powerless objects,even to the extentof
glorifying violence against women. The
"ideal beauty" for women, subtly
presentedto sell hygieneproducts, feeds
low self-esteem and self-destructiveness
in the femaleaudience.
For example, television commercials
are prime for visualizing women in
limitedrolesor careers. Repeatedly,they
confined women to the "housewife
image," taking care of the children and
being subservient toahusband.
By addressing such cultuural
conditioning,Kilbourne hopes toinform
her audience and stimulate conversation
on the subject.
Following the film Patricia Sullivan,
chairwoman and assistant professor of
the speech and communications
department of S.U., will lead a
discussion onthe issue.
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S. U. Sports
S.U. bike racing team
finish fourth inTri-Cities
by Steve Giuntoli
SpectatorR,'porter
The Seattle University bicycle racing
team, competing on the intercollegiate
level for the first and only time this
season, placed fourth in races in the
Tri-Citiesareaon April 25and 26.
Columbia Basin Community College
won the event, Washington State
University took second and the
Universityof British Columbia finished
thirdin the four-team competition.
The teams took part in three separate
racing events. The first race time trials
was ona 3.6 milecourse. Bicyclists rode
measured the contestants' speed.
The next day the 35 mile road race
began with aparade through Kennewick.
The first nine miles of the race was
uphill as the riders experiencedsevere
headwinds. Top S.U. finishers were
Thordarson andMike Dahlem,placing
seventh and 11th,respectively.
Dahlem, team organizer anda junior
with two years of experience in
mountian bicycle racing and triathlon,
said the race required strong team work
and strategy and a powerful sprint
towards theend.
"In arace like that,not having trained
togetherreally hurt us because you work
Later that day, the criterium event
concluded the races as S.U.s Scott
Demers took seventh placeand Dahlem
eighth. The criterium involves a rolling
start where thebicyclists ride around a.7
mile course for 30 minutes. When the
time was over, there wasone more lapto
end the race.
Having fun in the criterium, Dahlem
said it involved the most strategy
because alterridingwith alead group for
ahalf hour, the outcomedepends only on
the last lap.
S.U.s team has six members,
including Thordarson, whohashadmany
years of racing experience; Dahl, who
has competed in triathtons; Dahlem,
Scott Demers, Keith Stone and Angel
Inouye, who have never raced. Inouye
was theonly woman in the events.
S.U. is made up of category four
riders, while some of theother teams had
category two and three riders. The
category determines the level of
difficulty, with category one being the
pro level.
Organizing a human-powered sports
club is Dahlems' goal for S.U. It could
include bicycle racing, mountain bicycle
training, running and swimming. He
would like to get support from S.U. for
bicycle races,road racesand triathlons in
order to create student interest and
participation.
Brian Rooney/the Spectator
Presenting Seattle University's first intercollegiate bicycle racing
team. The team finished fourth in the many races that were held in the
Tri-Cities area on April 25 and 26.
Intercollegiate Biking
individuallyataminute apart,around the
course three times.S.U.s topracer,Brad
Thordarson, finished in sixth place and
Jim Dahl took eighth in an event that
with each other by taking turns drafting
behind one another,and the headwinds
made the teamwork more difficult,"said
Dahlem.
Chieftains' baseball is .500
in the previous 6 games
by Shawn Murphy
SpectatorReporter
The SeattleUniversity baseball team
improved it'srecord to 7-26by winninng
threeofsixgames between April 26-30.
The Chieftains split four games
againstNorthwest Nazarene on April 25
and 26 with 6-3 and 13-8 victories; but
lost two squeakers, 4-3 and 5-4. S.U.
divided the double-header againstPacific
LutheranUniversity April 30 inTacoma,
winning game one,5-2, and losing the
nightcap,6-5.
"My expectation for this year was to
be competitive but due to thelack ofball
players, it was hard to compete," said
HeadCoach DonLong. "We'vebeen in
games where we're in the fifth innning
and up 5-2 or 7-6. We needed a reliever
(reliefpitcher to close out the game) but
wehadnone."
Long said when the team played a
double-header,they were forced to leave
the starting pitcher in because of a
limited pitchers' corp(only four pitchers
on the team).He said the squad had to
make a change inhow the team played
because the pitchers usually had to go
the distance.
Long said the team tried to raise
money to keep the program going but
the administration didnot agree."Wehad
some fund raisers all set to go and they
(the administration) denied the effort to
raise money for next year.They are not
interested in keeping the baseball
program alivehere. Sobaseball is gone."
Despite some problems for the team
off and on the field, there are twobright
spots
— namely Greg Ebe and Zach
Zakahi.Ebe, thebaseball captain,batted
.400. He had five home runs and 32
RBl's previous to the last two game
dates of the season (May 3 and 4).
Zakahi was hitting .360.
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The same keys
that start
yourcar
may*start
your career.
Lock into a good job today. Dominos sharing programand driver bonus
Pizza, the largest pizzadelivery company system. And we promote from within,
in Seattle, is growing. We're looking for Over40% of our managersstartedas
motivatedmanagement trainees and successful drivers.The moreyou learn
delivery personnelwith the ambitionto about our operationon the ground floor,
growwith us. the further you cangrowwithin the
company.
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES learn the
business inside and out by working side- Ready to unlock your potential? If you are
by-side the storemanagerand receiving 18 or older, haveyour own car,insurance,
comprehensiveclassroom instruction. andgood driving record, callour
Our training fullyprepares you to Recruiting Director at 363-5232 between
manager your own store. 10:00 a.m.and 5:30 p.m. andstart your
career today.
DRIVERSprovide the vital linkbetween
our customer andour stores. When we
schedule our employees we're flexible,
making delivery anideal job for students [■Bjji]W«H| 2357 IQlh Aye Eas(
oras a second source of income.Many |4fl phQne.323.2280
drivers averageover $5 an hour. JEPI 128 BroadwayEast
■7111-U Phone: 322-0094
Let Dominos Pizzaput you in the drivers P^m|H-j?B 2743 E. Madison Aye
seat. We recognize outstanding 'I^BiCEHu) '3none: 328-0102
performance; just ask about ourprofit
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'TV ft-^\ jj FRIDAY. MAY 16 If I
7:00p.m. Air Band Contest (Tabard Inn)
9:00p.m. TravelDance (CampionHall) Must be present to wina
3-daytrip to
Disneylanddrwingat
11:00p.m.
SATURDAY. MAY!7
1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. Co-ed Volleyball (4 person teams)
Wiffleball (7person teams)
Tournament (sign upatBellermine frontdesk)
Other events Also
1:00 p.m. -Waterbaloon Toss Barbeque
BuhrHall Lawn
1:30 p.m. -Silly Relay- 7 person teams.
3:00p.m. - 7:00 p.m. Live Entertainment
2:00 p.m. -Egg crack contest MachineandTaiwanBlond
2:30p.m. -Gold fish eating contest Saturday NightMovie on Buhr Hall Lawn.
3:00p.m. -Sack race
3:30 p.m. -Tug of War Prizes for oilevents
SENIOR PARTY
Friday May30th 9:00 p.m. -1:00a.m. "EmeraldCity
YachtOtto.
(TIE Allison)-by LakeUnionCafe
Celebrate the last day of classes withaneveningof dancing, fine
foodand good friends. Tickets go on sale soon. Each senior is
allowed one guest. Don'tmiss the lastbash at S.U.!!
BREAK AWAY TO PARADISE ROCK CAFE
MondayJune2nd. 5:00 p.m. - ?????
What a better way to spend a Mondaynight.
Get together with old friends and meet new ones.
SENIOR PICNIC
Wednesday,June4th. 4:30 p.m. -????? SewardPark
Bask in the beautifulSeattle sunshine (?) witha picnic on Lake
Washington. Senior, faculty ,staff,family and friends all invited!!
Baseball,volleyball,sailboat rides and food provided!!
MAY 13TH. TUESDAY
"KillingusSoftly" Advertising'sImage of Women.
This half hour film is based on the multi media presentation by Jean
Kilbourne. Through years of research, Kilbourne has dedicated
psychologicaland sexual themes that appears in most ad campaigns,
and has edited her findings into a highlyvisual and exiting commentary
on corporate persuasion. A discussion will be lead by Dr. Patricia- Sullivan Assistant Professor of the Speech and Communications Dept.
atS.U. This event is open to allstudents, faculty and staff. y^ 5^
IJi Sponsored by: The Women's Resource room andSpeech f( vP5//// Dept. Time: 1:15p.m- 2:30p.m. Place: theStimpson Room \.A
(Ist floor Library)
Team captain, Ebe, shines in baseball
by Steve Giuntoli
SpectatorReporter
Player interview
KWhile the Seattle Universitybaseballimcontinues to find that winsare
tough tocomeby witha team thatis
about todisappear from the sport
program (due tobudgetcuts),GregEbe
leaves those thoughtsbehindhimand
plays from aheart filled withapositive
attitude andeffort whether heisatbat or
behind theplate.
Ebe,catcherand team captain for the
Chieftains,currently leads the team in
almost everyhitting category.With a
.400battingaverage,hehas 42 hits,31
RBl's,20 runs,5home runs,8doubles
and2 triples."My strongestpointhas
been my hitting
--
nothittingmany
When Ebe goes intoa game,hisgoal
is tonotgetout-hustledby his
opponent.He also tries toapply this
strategy to things besides athletics.
Displaying hisdedication,Ebelikes to
hita littleextraafter practice,beyond the
usual three or four hours. "It'srewarding
and funto spendextratime tosee your
accomplishments ofhitting theball well
inagame," Ebe said
Ebe admiresprofessional baseball
players who work tobecome
well-known. "Ilike someone whohas
madehis claim, suchas PeteRose."
CurrentlyRoseis amanager/player for
the CincinnatiReds in themajor
leagues.
Ebe was scountedbyprofessional
"I love baseball and hate to see it go. It's
disappointing becauseIfeel that the school is
missing out on having baseball. It is a program
that can draw baseball players to the school
and involve students"
homerunsor longhitsbuthitting for an
averageandgettingquite afew RBl's,"
saidEbe.
WhileplayingOregonInstitute of
Technologyearlier this year,Ebehad his
bestperformanceof the season whenhe
belteda homer and came up with the
game-winningRBI.
Inhis secondandlast yearof
eligibility atS.U.,Ebeisa transfer from
Edmonds Community College wherehe
wasnamed all league. Healsomadeall
state whenheplayed forFemdale High
School near Bcllingham.
Ebe also played thedesignatedhitter
position for one yearatE.C.C. because
ofashoulder injury.For S.U.he takes a
rest from the physical demands of
playingcatchermany timesa week by
occasionallyplayingin theright
outfield.
Ebe,a mechanical engineeringmajor,
hasplayedbaseball every yearsince
secondgrade. "Mostof the thingsI've
accomplishedhavebeen throughhard
work," he said,"but thetime I'veput
into ithas allowedme to playatthe
collegelevel."
Inlooking athis successEbe said,"I
don't JiinkIdoanyone thing
outstandingas farascomparing myself
to the catchers around the leagueof
Pacific 10 schools.Imight not throw or
hit as well,butIfeel thatIwork hard."
organizationsoutofhigh schooland
community college."Iwould love to
have that opportunity,butrightnowI'm
gearedtowards engineering,"continued
Ebe.
While analyzing the baseball cut from
S.U.sports,Ebeexplained, "Ilove
baseball andhate toseeit go.It's
disappointingbecauseIfeel that the
schoolis missingouton having
baseball. Itisaprogramthat candraw
baseballplayers to the school and
involve students."
Ebe said the team is shorton players
andabilitybut thereisagoodcoaching
staff. He feels that itis tragic that S.U.
iscutting the baseballprogram because
coaches DonLongand JohnChurlin
really know and teach the game well."It
keepsmegoing to come to practiceand
see thosecoaches workashardas they do
andbeasconcerned as theyare," Ebe
commented.
In lookingat the restof the season,
Ebeintends tocontinue workinghardby
encouragingand helpingouthis
teammatesso that theycancarry on to
theendof the season.
"Ilook beyond the losingrecord," Ebe
said. "Ihave somegood friends on the
teamand itis surprising the way the
attitude is thatpeople arestill working
hardandkeepingtogether,so notall is
lost."
Brian Rooney/the Spectator
Baseball team captain and catcher, Greg Ebe, smiles and proudly
displays the 1986 SeattleUniversity baseball teamsweatshirt.
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Contact
- Joe Sauvage |
The Macintosh Lab
is Here!!
Bannon Hall Rm 404
Meet Mike Swenson
Apple's student Representative
Questions about Macintosh,
software, or just curious???
Drop by MWF- 10am-noon
RegularLabHours: 9am -11pm (Mon -Thurs)
9am-6pm (Fri)
10am-6pm (Sat)
12am-4pm (Sin)
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Raftis finds role on the tennis team
by Thertsak Sac Tung
Spectator SportsEditor
TheLadyChieftains' tennis teamadded
a new player to the roster with the
addition of GinaRaftis,a transfer student
from the Universtiyof San Diego.
Raftis,a sophomore, transferred from
U.S.D. tobenear her friends and family.
She chose to attend Seattle University
because she likes the small and private
atmosphereS.U.offered.
At U.S.D.Raftisplayed number five
singles and number two doubles. The
competition was tough because U.S.D.,
a NCAA Division Ischool, played
U.C.L.A., Yale, University of
Minnesota andmany California schools.
U.S.D. played around 30 matches a
season and Raftis said that was too
much.
interview
Raftis plays number three singles at
S.U. andis happy with her position on
the team. Currently (as of May 3) the
Lady Chieftains are 8-10 after a 9-0
victory over EvergreenState College.
The team'srecordcouldbebetter,said
Raftis, if they had not lost so many
close matches. But they have had some
good victories, such as when they beat
the University of Portland, 5-4, an
NCAA DivisionIschool.
In the beginning of the tennis
calendar,Raftis was notplaying well but
has improvedher game of late,evidenced
byher win overNancy Mitten of Seattle
Pacific University, 7-5, 6-2 (Mitten
sometimes plays number one for
S.P.U.).
Raftis said she lacked confidence
earlier in the season, maybe due to her
tough tasks when she played at U.S.D.
She did notdo so well in singles because
it was a tough league with excellent
competition.
"I lacked the confidence at the
beginningof the year," Said Raftis. "It
might have been from last year because
of the tough players.Idon't know if I
was ready for this ... but Ifeel a lot
better," said Raftis.
Raftis said the conditioning was more
intense at U.S.D.There were three-hour
practices fivedaysa week and theplayers
lifted weightsanddidsprints and distance
running. AT S.U., head coach Janet
Adkisson organizes many practice
matches so players can get used to the
competition.
Boone Sureepisarn/the Spectator
Gina Raftis,a member of theLady Chieftain's tennis team.
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-2ndFloor
(nearKingdome)
EOT
>^Puerto
&£ Mexican
Restaurant
Authentic
Mexican Food
open Mon<luv throughSaturday
1100 om-fl 45pm
Comerof Tike& lOih
Oidcn. ToGo
10% discount withStudentSovingj Cofd
-
whit'
#»»<i*» iJ^^^^h'^^^^^ F^^^^^ffl
THISBUD 9
FOR YOU.
BUUWEISFHI.KINI-,OFBEERSH-ANHEUSERBUSCH INC 'ST LOUIS
cokingAhead
13 16
V
today
IThe Marksmanship Club will have i
|shotgun, rifle, and pistol shooting at it,
■ range. Vans will leave Xavier at 2:1
p.m.
IThere will be a Term Paper Writini
|Workshop sponsored by The Learnin
ICenter at 10 -11a.m. in Pigott 404 an" from 5-6:30 p.m. in Pigott 551.
1
■ There will be a Skydiving Event at'
a.m. at the Issaquah Parachute Cente
ITickets are $30. C< ntact Intramur
|programfor details.
VOLUNTEER VICTIM ADVOCATE PC
SITIONS AVAILABLE with the KingCc
Prosecutor's Victim Assistance Uni
Criminal or Juivenile Section. Lear
about thecriminal justice slystem whil
helping crime victims. Training pre
vided, credit available. Require offici
experience,goodcommunication skills
abilityto makea timecommitment.Ca
Arlene, 583-4404.
Typing, pick up/delivery, carbonorfabricrib
bon call 937-9879
Foodservers and cooks with some exper
ence wanted. Full and part time openings
CafeEurope SeattleCenter, call 782-2221.
PRE-MED STUDENTS. Gain a unique viev
of parents' world by training for phonewor
with the Cancer Info. Services at the Fret
Hutchinson Cancer ResearchCenter in Se
attle.State wide, toll free hotline requiresma
ture individual to commit to 4 hrs/week
Training begins in May Call Dee 1-800-4
CANCER or 467-4675
Professionalcouple seeks after school
assistant to supervisehomework,piano
practice, after-school sports for10-year-
oldboy.Some householdduties.Mt.Ba-
ker area.Car.Refs. 722-2472.
Cannon Super 8 (1014xIs
camera for sale. Camera is ir
excellent condition. It also includes z
boom mic. $450 or best offer, origina
price $750. Please contact Sanjay a
626-6850.
A Tennis Clinic will be held at 4p.i
in the Astro Gym at Connolly Center.
The campus group of Am nest
International will meet in Marian 14
at 12:10 p.m.
Softly;
Women
m. in th
A film, "Killing Us
Advertising's Image of
will be shown at 1:15 p.i
Stirnson Room of the Library.
Joan Savarese, counselor will lead
discussion on dealing with the emotion c
regret. Noon to Ip.m., room 209 Studen
Union building. This is ;
R.E.W.I.N.I), meeting.
The Chancellor Club, a Christian Clv
for singles, will hold an open house ;
6727 Greenwood Aye.N. at 7 p.m.Ther
will be a potluck dinner and a dance.
etc
Any students interested in workin
with Mother Theresa In Calcutt
should contact Dr. Neil Young at thPsychology department Marian 01
before May 15.
There will be a $50 prize for th
best poem written by an S U
undergraduate.Up to three poems may'b.submitted by May 10 at Marian 124
cCLASSIFIEI
HELP WANTED. Earn $30-$5O/ dai
working 1-2 days a week,assistingsti
dents applying for credit cards, call 1
800-932-0528.
KING COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTOF
NEY'S OFFICE has work study position
openinalldivisions.Learnaboutthe crimint
justice system whileworking withattorney
and the public. All positions full timedurini
the Summer. $5.00 per hour. Call Arlen<
Rankinat563-4404
2 work study positions open in the Kinj
County Courthouse, Executive Office, 3r<
andJames. Duties include assistingExecu
tive Office staff with various projects, an<
and relatedclerical duties. $6.00per hr. 1!
hrs.per week during school and 35 hrs. pe
week in the summer. Call Colleen Boyns a
344-7586
SeattleU.ChildDevelopmentCenter of
fers preschool/daycare for ages 2
-
7
Open all year from 7:ooam - s:3opm
Full or part time. Drop-ins welcome
626-5394.
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040
$59,230/yr. Now hiring. Call 805-687
6000E*t.R-6111 for current federal list
Summer Work with the South Westerr
Co. Marketing / Management. Mak<
between$3500-$4OOO.For an interviev
call322-2873.
WORD PROCESSING — TYPING. Fre
campuspick upanddelivery.Fast,accurate
reasonable.JEANDAWKINS. 367-2434
The Cambridge Studio Apartments
Furniture available. Call 623-1666.
Electric Typewriter, excellentconditior
$85or bestoffer, 325-6836
$600 for 1000 envelopes!! Stuff enve
lopes!! No experiencenecessary. Yoi
onlyneed toknow howtoreadandwriti
english.For free details enclosea sell
addressed envelope.Nicolaus, Thyri:
18085,Athens11610. Greece.
Male/Female to share 4 Rm. apt., 3 block
from S.U. Rent $100-125per mo. (include:
utilitiesandcable). Largeroomavailable, se
curity bldg., anda deck tooll Call 325-678
eves,before 10p.m.
Actnowdlskettesßulk 5 — 14"DS/DD. 3!
cents each. Lots of 100. These arenot sec
onds. Money back guarantee. No question:
asked.CallMEI,1-800-634-3478, 9-9ESTM
F; Sat10-6. Offer expires5/31/86
QUALITYTYPING16 yearsexperience
$1.50 PERPAGE. Call 248-1644after ',
p.m. Ask forCarolina.
Girlneeded to helpparents with childrei
and light housework.Salary, room anc
board. Non-smoker. On bus route tc
S.U. 325-6283 evenings.
Free dental screening for Boarc
patients. Call Aallam Samsavar a
525-7211 (please leave message).
Students may sign up for a tennis
tournament May 5 through May 12.
Play starts May 14 at Connolly.
The Fine Arts department will presentThe Taming of the Shrew" May8-10 at 8 p.m. ,May 11 at 2:30 p.m. andMay 12.13 at 8 p.m.All performances are
in Pigott Auditorium. Admissions is $4
and $3 for students and senior citizens.
The last day to withdraw from Spring
Quarter with a gradeof "W" is Wednesday
May 14. Withdrawal forms with instructorand adviser approval signatures must be
filed at the Registrar's Office by
4:30p.m. No withdrawal will be accepted
after May 14. Please allow enough timeto obtain necessary sienntiiroe htca... ,u_
HpaHKr
GET A JOB NOW WORKSHOPS
Mays-B.May27-31.Ca1l 527-1723 now
Individual coachingavailable.
WORK STUDY POSITION. Afte
school Program in Madrona seek
responsible, creative, energetii
teacher's assistant in day care cente
for 6-12 year olds.Pleasant worl
environment
Position starts soon. Hours are 3p.m.
6p.m., M-F, through 6th Juno. Mor<
hours during the summer months
Please call323-4366, between 3p.m.tc
6p.m.M-F for more info.
Resort Hotel, Cruise Lines I
Amusement.Parks are now accepting
applications for employment!! Tc
receive an applicationand information
write: Tourism Information Services
P.O.Box 7881, Hilton Head Island, SC
?993fl
Roomate wanted. Call Carroll a
625-7832 btwn. 1:30 and 5:00p.m. O
322-3881 anytime.
Physical therapy student, F., needi
room or apt. to rent for summer. Will b<
available end of May. Please cal
(533-5054. ask for Mike
STUDENT OFFICE POSITIOh
AVAILABLE in Safety and securit]
Office. Please stop for details NC
PHONECALIS
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